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RASOOL HASHIMI 
Arab Information Officer to Speak 
At SIU Middle East Conference 
The chief of press and public 
liaison of the Arab Informa-
tion Center in New York w1l1 
take pan in a two-day Middle 
East ConferencE on the SIU 
campus staning tonight. 
The meeting is sponsored 
by the International Relations 
Club and the Arab Student 
Organization. 
Saadat Hasan, the informa-
tion officer, will describe the 
Arab world today, its pros-
pects £nd development. at 7:30 
p.m. in French Auditorium in 
the Life Science Building. 
Saturday. he will speak on 
the Arab-Isreali conflict as 
it stands today. The second 
day's activities will begin at 
9:30 a.m. in the Seminar Room 
of the Agriculture Building. 
Rasoo1 M. H. Hashimi of 
Iraq, a lecturer in the Depan-
ment of Economics at the Ed-
wardsville Campus, will speak 
to the conference Saturday on 
land reform in Iraq. 
The programs are open to 
the public. There will be a 
question-and-answer period 
after each talk. Sami A. Kaloti, 
vice president of IRC, is pro-
gram chairman. 
Hasan recently attended the 
First Palestine National Con-
gress in Jerusalem. He isone 
of [he original members of 
the executive committee of 
that body. Hashimi has an 
academiC background in 
mathematical economics and 
statistics. SAADAT HASAN 
Editorial. 
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Soviets Make Soft Lunar Land ing 
* * 
Senate Tables 
Cycle Rules 
The Student Senate voted to 
hold for further study the 
Senate Welfare Committee's 
recommendations a g a ins t 
motorcycle proposals set 
forth by the Southern Riders 
Associarion. 
The committee's recom-
mendations advised against 
the association's proposal 
that students be required to 
wear helmets and opposed 
passage of a proposed law in 
C3rbondale banning side-
saddle riding by cycle pas-
sengers. 
The senate committee based 
its recommendaticns on the 
welfare and safety of students 
without restricting their free-
dom, according to Ray Lenzi, 
committee spokesman. 
"We don't think it neces-
sary to put such restrictions 
on the students," Lenzi said, 
'<but a student wishing the 
maximum of safety may take 
these precautions."" 
A rating system that would 
establish standards to judge 
cycle noise was found by the 
commiuee to be a feasible 
proposal set forth by the 
association. 
The committee report, Len-
zi said, could not include a 
mandate on the proper attire 
and conduct of cy.:lists. The 
committee could only issue a 
formal suggestion as a pro-
posal to the students. 
The senate voted to ask the 
committee to draw up a formal 
recommendation so senarors 
could study the proposals be-
fore the next meeting. 
25 Cycle Riders 
Iniured in Week 
Dr. Walter H. Clarke, acr-
in~ direcror of the University 
Health Service. said about 25 
SIt! cyclists have been treated 
by the service in the past 
week. 
While less frequent than 
earlier this year, injuries re-
sulting from cycle accidents 
have been more severe. 
Two of the cases involved 
broken cladcles. and m least 
three students weTi: treated 
hr fractured legs. 
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REMEMBER WAY BAC~1n the good. old summer-
time when the temperature stayed in the 80s and 
often the 90s and campus cuties such as the one 
above made a trip to the, beach well worth the 
effort even if you didntt plan to go in swimming? 
We thouRilt the summer scene would be a welcome 
change from all the snow wetve been seeing 
lately, 
Reception Will Follow 
30-Voice Norman Luboff Choir to Give 
Concert at 8 p.m. Today in the Arena 
The 30-voice Norman Luboff 
choir will periorm at 8 p.m. 
today in the S1I.' Arena. 
The choir. directed bv the 
bearded Luhoff, will hebaclced 
oy four instrumentalists. The 
program is being sponsored 
oy the University Center Pro-
gramming Board and the Male 
Glee Clun. 
The choir, which hegan its 
concert tours in 196:3, ha!': 
reconied about 30 sOllg!':, each 
of which has thE' distinction 
of nein!!; a hest-seller. 
Luhoff began his music c.a-
reer teaching theory and sing-
in~ "p',ps" on the radiO in 
Chicago. He moved til Holly-
wood where he composed and 
arranged the music for more 
than 80 films. Among them 
are "Giant." «Island in the 
Illinois Honor Roll 
In Today's Paper 
A total of 1,366 students on 
the Carbondale campus made 
the Deans" Lists for scholas-
tic excellence during the fall 
quarter. 
A list of the Illinois stu-
dents with a 4.25 average or 
above is on pages 12 and 13 
today. 
Sun," "Search for Paradise:' 
"Cinerama South Seas," and 
"The Miracle." 
«Highland Fling," a musical 
fantasy about Robert Burns. 
was written bv Luboff last 
year as bis first attempt at 
writing mu~ical shows. 
I\n informal reception will 
be held for the choir in the 
University Center following 
the concert. The reception is 
open to the public. 
Tickets for the concen may 
be obtained at the University 
Center. All seats are re-
served. Prices are $1.50. 
$1.25 and $1. 
First U.S. Try 
Not Before May 
MOSCOW (AP) - A Soviet 
space station made history's 
first soft landing on the moon 
Thursday. Moscowannol,;nced. 
British scientists in E ngl.:md 
said the unmanned capsule, 
Luna 9, sent pictures back to 
earth from the moon's sur-
face. 
A Tass announcement said 
the landing was made at 
9:45:30 p.m. Moscow time -
I :45:30 p.m. EST - after the 
ship. launched Jan. 31. had 
hurtled through space for 
more tllan three days. 
Sir Bernard Lovell, direc-
tor of the radiotelescopic ob-
servatory at JodrelJ Bank, E n-
gland, said the feat «puts the 
Russians ahead in the space 
race." 
The first American attempt 
at a soft landing, a key step 
in putting a man on the moon. 
is not expected before May. 
A soft landing means bring-
ing an instrument package 
down on the surface slowly 
enough so that there is no 
crash and resultant destruc-
tion. 
Lovell said the information 
Luna 9 was radioing back to 
the Russians makes a manned 
landing on the moon a pos-
sibility within this decade. 
(Continued _ P0ge 8) 
Gus Bode 
Gus says he has just about 
finished his research project 
which will show that State 
Highway Department snow-
plows work better in summer 
than in winter. 
International Students Council 
To Discuss Activities Sunday 
The Council of International 
Student Club Presidents will 
meet at 2 p.m. Sunday in the 
International Student Center 
at 1012 S. Forest Ave. 
All club presidents are 
asked to auend. E acb should 
have a list of dates for his 
club's activities for the re-
mainder of the quarter. 
At this meetinll! an atfp.mDt 
---11_ 
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lOCKS 
will be made to set up a 
foreign student activities ca-
lendar to prevent conflicts in 
the scheduling of events. 
A discussion of last year's 
activilies and a study of this 
year's program will also be 
conducted. 
Heart Operation 
tB' Blood Sought 
Barnes Hospital, St. Louis, 
has requested a minimum of 
16 pints of blood for Harold 
M. Banks Jr.. area head of 
TOOmpson Point, woo will have 
OJ:en heart surgery Monday. 
Banks, who has been hos-
pitalized for tbe past three 
months. needs a B positive 
blood type. 
Anyone wishing to donate 
blood must meet the following 
requirements: 
Must have B positi·.'e blood 
type; age 21 or have written 
parental permission; cannot 
currently have a cold or flu; 
cannot have had or been in 
close contact with hepatitis, 
jaundice or mononucleosis 
within the past six months. 
Men may not have donated 
blood within the past tWO 
months, women within the past 
three months. The donor must 
weigh over ItO pounds. 
If in question as to his type 
of blood, a donor may be 
checked at the University 
Health Service at no cost. 
A bus will be leaving from 
Lentz Hall at to a.m. Sunday 
to drive blood donors to St. 
Louis. 
Prospective donors should 
contact the Ti'ompson Poim 
Office (3-2471) Ix'tween8a.m. 
and 5 p.m. or the Thompson 
Point service desk (3-2744) 
after office hours. 
The Crazy Horse Offers: 
• 1iODERN EQlJlPllENT 
• PLEASANT AT~IOSPIIERE 
• DATES PL\ Y "REE 
CRAZYHORSE 
BILLIARD ROOM CAMP~:M~::PIHG 
~ a rl i I if C;""""iUt NOW PLAYING THRU FEB. 9TH. 
LAST IN PLAYHOUSE·-Yvonne Westbrook, 
Lysistrata in the ancient Greek comedy of that 
name Which is now playing at the Southern Play-
house, berates John Callahan (old men's chorus 
leader) and Peter Goetz (Kinesias). The ribald 
drama by Aristophanes tells how Lysistrata 
Army Wasn', Controllable 
February 4,1966 
masterminded a "sex strike" among the women 
of Athens to force their husbands to call off the 
war with Sparta. This is the last major produc-
tion by the Southern Players in their temporary 
Playhouse. 
Advisement Accepted This Excuse Gladly; 
Enrollee in Berlin !\'Iissed Appointment 
What's an acceptable excuse 
for missing an academic ap-
pointment? 
Some will insist that there 
isn't any, but not John E. 
Seiler, a freshman from Ef-
fingham. 
He had an appointment for 
8:30 a.m. Dec. 1 but he couldn't 
make it, and the Advisement 
Centcr was only too happy to 
accept his excuse. 
After all, few students have 
written from Berlin, Ger-
many, saying they couldn't 
Daily Egyptian 
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Fr3nt S. Mf!~~er~mllh. Fdwa-rd :\. Rape-Hi. 
Kubl?rt fJ. RCJncke. ftobtJ'rt E. Smith. 300 
r . .1l1rel WI! .. rh. 
keep their appointment be-
cause the crisis in Viet Nam 
had delayed their release from 
service. 
Usually, the excuse is that 
"My grandmother just died," 
or "I had to rush home to 
donate one of my kidneys to 
my ailing father." 
Seiler, who had made his 
appointment by mail after he 
had been accepted as a stu-
dept by SIU, sent a second 
letter on Nov. 1 explaining why 
he couldn't make it. It said 
in part: 
"Due to circumstances be-
yond my control I will not 
be able to keep my appoint-
ment •••• However, I win 
receive my ojischarge from the 
Army in lime to register fo,~ 
classes on Jan. 3 •••• 
Seiler, who said he felt 
fortunate to be stationed in 
Inlramllrals (:am·eled 
I n t ram u r a 1 basketball 
games scheduled for I: 15 p.m. 
and 2: 15 p.m. Saturday in the 
Arena have been cancelled, 
according to a spokesman 
from the Intramural Office. 
~ 1JaMit'l L,,~~:,S.~ 
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Germany "considering the 
present state of affairs in 
Viet Nam:' evidently found a 
soft spot in Academic Advise-
ment Center's beart-he was 
allowed to register in January, 
and he is now in school. 
Debaters Compete 
In Virginia Meet 
Four varsity debaters from 
SIU are panicipating in the 
Marshall-Wythe Debate Tour-
nament at William and Mary 
College in Williamsburg, Va., 
this week. 
Making the trip are Karen 
Kendall of Tacoma. Wash •• 
Kathy O'Connell of Flor!ssanr, 
Mo., Ron Hrebenar of Rock 
Island and John Patterson of 
Carbondale. 
At the Ohio Statc University 
Invitational Debate Tourna-
ment held at Columbus, 
Hrebenar and Patterson 
teamed together [0 win five 
matches and lose three. The 
girt debaters split even in 
eight matches. 
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Feb 6·6p.m. 
"An Introduction to Judaism" 
by: Pete A.anseR, J';.q. 
sUPFe. SOc 
Activities 
Meetings, Play, Dance, 
Films Top List Today 
Counseling and Testing will 
give the general educational 
development test at 8 a.m. 
today in Morris Library 
Auditorium. 
Inter-Varsity Christian Fel-
lowship will meet today 
from noon to 12:30 p.m. 
and 7 to 9 p.m. in Room 
C of the University Center. 
The Moslem Students ASS'J-
ciation wUl meet at 2 p.m. 
in Room E of the University 
Center. 
Women's Recreation Associa-
tion house basketball will 
begin at 4 p.m. in the Large 
Gym. 
Alpha Delta Sigma, adver-
tising fraternity, will meet 
at 5 p.m. in Morris Library 
Lounge. 
Opera Workshop rehearsal 
will begin at 5:30 p.m. in 
Shryock Auditorium. 
The Aquaettes will meet at 
5:45 p.m. in the University 
School Pool. 
Movie Hour will feature "The 
Reluctant Saint" at 6, 8 and 
10 p.m. in Furr Auditorium 
in the University School. 
The Faculty Playreading 
Group ,m meet at 7 p.m. 
in M~rris Library Audi-
torium. 
Intramural corecreational 
swimming will begin at 7 
p.m. in the University 
School Pool. 
The Sociology Club will meet 
at 7 p.m. in the Seminar 
Room of the AgriCulture 
Building. 
The International Relations 
Club will meet at 7 p.m. in 
French Auditorium in the 
Life Science Building. 
Cinema Classics ·01 feature 
the 1930 filr "Little 
Caesar" at 8 p.l .• in Davis 
Auditorium in the Wham 
Education Building. 
The Southern Players will 
present "Lysistrata" at 8 
p.m. in the Southern Play-
house. 
Probe will present "Secrets 
of Life" at 8 p.m. in Browne 
Auditorium. 
The Norman Luboff Choir will 
perform at 8 p.m. in the 
Arena. 
Interpreters Theater will 
meet at 8 p.m. in the 
Agriculture Building Audi-
torium and Arena. 
A University Center Pro-
gramming Board-sponsored 
record dance will begin at 
8:30 p.m. in the Roman 
Room in the University 
Center. 
The UC PB educational and 
cultural committee will give 
a reception for the Luboff 
Choir at 9:30 p.m. in Ball-
rooms A, Band C in the 
University Center. 
Excerpts of Visitors' Talks 
Will Be Broadcast by WSIU 
"Voices on Campus:' ex-
cerpts of talks by visitors 
on campus about prominent 
persons in various parts ofthe 
world. will be broadcast at 
8 p.m. today on WSIU Radio. 
Other programs: 
Play Reading Club 
To Perform Tonight 
"'Don Juan in Hell:' a por-
tion of "Man and Superman" 
by Geroge Bernard Shaw. will 
be presented by the faculty 
play reading roup at 8p.m.to-
day in Morris Library Audi-
torium. 
The cast members are Jean 
Kittrell, instructor in English. 
as Don Juan; Hellmut A. Hart-
wig. professor of foreign 
language, as the Statue; and 
Edward Oldfield, instructor 
in English, as the Devil. 
The production is directed 
by Collin Leon Bennett, in-
structor in English. 
Refreshments will be 
served by Myrtle Lee after the 
program. 
Opera 'Giovanni' 
Will Be Telecast 
Filmed during Austria·s 
Salzburr: Festival, the opera 
"Don GlOvan!li" will be tele-
cast by WSIU-TVon"Festival 
of the Arts" at 9:30 p.m. today. 
The produclion stars Cesare 
5iepi in the title role. 
Other programs: 
4:30 p.m. 
Industry on Parade. 
5:30 p.m., 
10 a.m. 
Pop Concert: Light clas-
sical and popular music. 
2:30 p.m. 
News Report. 
3:05 p.m. 
Concert Hall: Hadyn and 
Rossini. 
7 p.m. 
The Chorus. 
10:30 p.m. 
News Report. 
St. Louis Shopping. 
Trip Is Scheduled 
A bus will leave the Uni-
versity Center at 8 a.m. Feb. 
12 to take students on a shop-
ping trip to St. Louis. It should 
return before 6 p.m. 
Students wishing [0 go must 
sign up in the Activities Of-
fice before noon Feb. lI. 
Transportation cost for the 
trip is $1.50. 
··DAILY iGYPtlAN 
RICHARD GRAGG 
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Official Soapbox Areas Designated 
Students now have fouroffi- area of the parking I{)t sf)uth 
cial places where they can set of the Arena. 
up their soapboxes on campus PoliCies g{)verning the use 
and express their opinions of the areas are to be devel-
freely. oped by the Campus Senate ant' 
The administration has recommended to the dean {)f 
designated four places as students. 
"Student Forum" areas to Student For!.lm areas ff)r 
orovide students a place of th Ed d ·11 h l'free inquiry and free expres- e war sn e campus ave 
sion of ideas:' not yet been designated. 
The areas are Area H in Neutral Block to lie .... 
the University Center, the 
grassed area and bicycle lot The neutralist bloc of the Gragg is Elected immediately south of Browne Model United :'I:ations As-
Auditorium, the playfield area semblv will meet from :3 to 5 
To (Fe Position between the tennis courts and p.m. today in Room D of the 
the SIU Arena, and the island University Center. 
Richard Gragg has been "'~ ___ ""';-~~------"';-------'I 
elected vice president of the At The .-:II . , 
Inter-Fraternity Council. ••• .J amlngo s 
Gragg, past president of the 
Theta Xi social fraternity, is 
from Centralia. He is a·se- R·UMPUS ROOM 
nior majoring in government. . 
Presently. he is a resident Dance Th-Is Afternoon fellow at Allen Dormitory. 
University Park. to 
Greek Week and fraternity 
rush were also discussed at Rock and Roll Band 
the meeting. Greek Week will 
be held April 18-23. There is No Cover Charge 
a possibility of the Greek 
~~fti::e again heing com- DANCE BAND TONIGHT 
The main issue concerning 
rush was that of improving 9 P.M. 
relationships with indepen-
dents in order to develop a 213 E_ Main 
better rush program. 
Shop With 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
AdvertlsHS 
Coffee T 
House H 
816S. E 
Illinois 
0,. .. : 'p.IIt.·l a.lIt. 
Fri. & Sat. 
W Featu.in. 
"Act E Without 
Words." L :"l!!ia':i::: 
Pres ... ted.., L Ginger McKimm~ 
MOVIE HOUR 
FRIDAY FEBRUARY" 
FURR AUDITORIUM, UNVERSITY SCHOOL 
ADULTS 60(, STUDENTS 40C WITH AOIVITY CARD 
3 - SHOWS 6sOO - 1:90 - 10;00 '.M. 
-IN-
MAXlMlUAN SCHELL tmtl RICARDO M01WALBttV 
"THE RELUCTANT SAINT Ii 
.• whimsical cha_ ..,cI warm hum"'i~ of the m .... St. Joseph of Cuper 
.no. color and Iftoke reol the sto" of his unique ecclesiasticol coreer. 
athos, dr_a, laugh_ .... d suap_s_all fillecl with .. baSic overwhelm. 
ng cltarm. A bul, inspi.ing e"ample of fine molion picture _te.ainment. 
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 5 
FURR AUDITORIUM. UNIVERSITY SCHOOL 
ADM. ADULTS 60,. STUDENTS ... WITH ACTIVITY CARDS 
2 .. SHOWS ,·a..,. '·30 P.M. 
SOfJTllEBN'S FIUI SOClETf 
·PRESENTS-
"TO LOVE" 
SFEDISH DIALOG ",itla ENGLISH SUBTITLES 
STARJlING HARRIET ANDERSSON and 
ZBIGN1EF CYBULSKI 
Film Featurette. give her flowers... , 
~ ~ .... :::'" 9tf!!! 4 
Story of an o'fgiC19clc courtship of .l fltt"rry widow by a lecherous tr3' el 
agent told vl.,th a .flavorsome. satiric tanlit,. Its loc.:1te is d. b@c .md its 
immediate vicinity, and the couple ~o through their amorous p~lL:es -..:i.th 
nimble frivolity, sincere and I!:indless ~f dai1~' com:entiC'n. 
8 p.m. 
Passport 8: "Safari Camp.'· 
9 p.m. 
The President's Men: The 
last of the series about the 
key men around the Presi-
dent. 
,h_ 549-3560 .... opp_ 
SUNDAY FEBRUARY6 
MORRIS UIRARY AUDITORIUM 
ADULTS 60(, STUDENTS 40e WITH ACTIVITY CAID 
2 - SHOWS 6:30 and 8:30 '.M. 
Pag ... 
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Good, Bad Guys 
ShoUJ Up in Winter 
Snow, ice alld rain can cause 
a lot of winter driving prob-
lems, but to drivers in Car-
bondale they are more of a 
thorn than to many others. 
First, he av i I Y traveled 
streets become more and 
more congested. The traffic 
wears ruts for two lanes, 
but the sides of the ruts are 
still slick and traffic must 
move at a crawl. 
Se.:ond, the less traveled 
residential streets in town 
are not cleared of snow until 
the spring thaw. It sometime!! 
takes weeks for traffic and 
thawing (0 clear snow and ice 
from rhem. 
In the meantime pedestrians 
and motorcycles slip and slide 
to work or school the best way 
possible. 
Visitation Issue 
Stirs Wildcats 
Third, and most important, 
the f1u!fy white stuff brings 
out either the worst or the 
best in the drivers them-
selves. 
As an example of the worst, 
Thursday morning a motorist 
who didn't think she would get 
a chance to turn onto Grand 
Avenue quickly enough sent 
one of her passengers out to 
stand in front of a car wait-
ing in line on Grand. 
Since the driver was hu-
manitarian, he did not nUdge 
the pedestrian out of the way. 
Instead he waited while the 
lady (?) pulled out of traffic. 
Then rhere is the case of 
the poor soul who helps every-
one get unstuck and lands in 
a ditch himself-after all the 
traffic for the morning has 
gone by ,with his help) and 
there is no one left to save 
him. 
D/ •• LY EGYPTIAN F.bruary 4,1966 
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'HE WANTS TO KNOW IF WE HAVE 
INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCE P?, 
1E7 
StaYflkat~ Chicolit0·s American. 
Viet Nam Readied 
For Transmission 
Of TV Programs 
SAIGON-Electronic grem-
lins are delaying what 
promises to be the biggest 
hit here since ice cream. 
Transmission of the first 
television programs over a 
joint U. S. and Vietnamese 
sponsored network in South 
Viet Nam was to start Jan. 
21, the opening of the Tet 
lunar new year holiday. But, 
as one American official said, 
"We have encountered some 
considerable technical prob-
lems." 
He referred to equipping two 
aircraft With transmission 
equipment which will beam 
shows both to U. S troops in 
South Viet Nam and to Viet-
namese under the republic's 
psychological warfare pro-
gram. 
The planes will circle over 
Saigon at 12,000 feet, broad-
casting in both English and 
Vietnamese. 
Later plans call for con-
struction of permanent tele-
vision transmission towers. 
Copley News Service The burning question on the 
Nonhwestern Universit y 
campus these days is whether 
male and female students 
should be allowed to viSit each 
other in their dormitory 
rooms. 
He belongs in the same 
classification with the hap-
less Harry who refuses a 
ride from a neighbor becau!!e 
he has his own car, only to 
find that his auto is immobile SIU N d B tt S E· d t· inadri~t.He,ofcourse,eRds ee seer ex uca lon-
up walkmg wherever he wanted I 
The student senate has 
unanimously approved the 
plan, and the Council on Un-
dergraduate Life, composed of 
11 facultv members and"' stu-
dents. wiu vote its views on 
the visitation privileges. 
to:~~.best of all, there are Present Courses Lacking in Depth 
the kmd people who carry 
shovels, sand and a lot of 
good will in their cars. They 
are ready to any time to come 
to a motorist or pede!!trian's 
aid, and the only thing that 
they ask in return is a simple 
The Daily Northwestern. 
studem newspaper, answering 
criticism that such allowances 
might encourage sex trysts, 
said in an editorial: "Cer-
tainly nothing is more likely 
to happen in a closed room 
than happens already in cars 
parked in Fisk lot or in the 
rooms of the western suburban 
motels." 
That's probably true. And if 
bars were insrallt!d in dor-
mitories. the students prob-
ablv wouldn't drink any more 
than they do in western 
suburban taverns. It's the 
same kind of negative argu-
ment. 
Since a university's pri-
mary concern is to educate 
people, we wonder about the 
soundness of such viSits. We 
don't for a moment think stu-
dents would take advantage of 
the situation; we just wonder if 
they would get any studying 
done. 
Chicago's American 
"thank you." 
So for them, (the helpful 
ones, not the human block-
ade) from all of us, thanks 
a million. Maybe we can do 
the same for you sometime. 
Pam Gleaton 
Totlay's Qllotes 
My friend Ilarry lives in a 
charming apartment over-
looking the renr.-J. H. 
~;owling. 
fI.·'ost works arc mo,.:t 
heautiful without ornament.-
Walt Whitman. 
In public we say the race 
is to the stronge,:;t; in private 
we know that a lopsided man 
runs the fastest along the 
little side-hills of success. 
-Frank M. Colby. 
Line Clltting Eliminated 
With Addition of Stand? 
To the editor: merely coming for a qUick, 
I would like to commend in - between - class cup of 
Frank Mes"ersmith for his coffee. 
article wrinen to the Daily It seems a shame and a 
Egyptian on Jan. 27, con- waste of time [0 have (0 srand 
cernir.g cutting into the lines and wait for orher,:; to get 
in the Oasis. lemonade or hamburgers when 
I think tnat everyone would one simply wants a cup of 
readily agree with Mr. Mes- coffee. Bur on the other hand. 
ser!!mun on this point. Cer- one can readily sympathize 
tainly no one likes to be with Mr. Messersmith that he 
pushed farther back in a line should not have to wait for the 
that is [00 long to begin with. coffee drinkers. 
(In reference to the lines in Wouldn't much of this prob-
the Oasis and the peo(Jle lem be eliminated by placing 
cutting in for a cup of coffee.) a coffee stand somewhere el!'e 
I think, however, that a in the Oasis or cafeteria? 
better approach may be raken (The coffee stand serving only 
concerning this problem than coffee in the morning rush.) 
the one Mr. Messersmith ha!! I believe that this would 
suggested. eliminate much of the waiting 
One point to be considered in line, and would also in-
when dealing with the "coffee- crease the business somewhar 
cutters-in" is that many in the Oasis. 
people come to the union to 
eat. and still others are Anhur L. Sobery 
To the editor: 
In view of recent criticism 
concerni ng the General Studies 
program at SIU. I would like 
[0 offer an observation on one 
aspect of the program which 
has been sadly neglected. 
Sex education in the General 
Studies program is virtually 
non-existent except for a brief 
interlude of human anatomy 
and related topics required in 
the GSE (Health Education) 
201 course. Although I am 
sure the staff of this depart-
ment is well read and in com-
plete intellectual demand of 
its field, I would seriously 
question its qualifications in 
lhe instruction of sex 
practices. hahits. mores and 
customs which all too often 
make up the largest parI of 
the course (although not 
formally planned thaI way). 
AI least one attempt has 
bt.'cn made in the past to offer 
such a cOllrse under the 
auspices uf the Department of 
Home and Familv at the GSB 
300 level. This proposal was 
submitted to the proper 
authorities and promptly re-
jected on the grounds that it 
was n<>t one ofthe University's 
ohjectives to interfere in the 
private social life of the stu-
dent-their only objective pre-
sumably Dein~ (0 offer the 
strictly academic side of the 
coin. 
I was of the impressionthat 
one of the cardinal aims of the 
Gen~'ral Studies program (or 
mod~'rn-day educatior, for that 
marter) is to offer courses 
which will ultimately produce 
the proverbial "well-rounded 
individual." If the program's 
aims are strictly academic, 
then where have we been for 
the last half ct.'ntury? Mental 
discipline theories of learning 
went out the Window With hoop 
skirts! 
This Univt'rsitv is fortunate 
[0 have fine educators on its 
faculty who havedt.'voted much 
of rheirteaching careers to the 
proper way today's youth 
should be taught in this area 
oj sex t'ducation. Why should 
SIl' lag behind many· leading 
universities presently teach-
ing this kind of cours·'? by 
offering the present half-
baked remedy? 
Ignorance of family roles, 
premarriage relationships, 
and proper sex roles, among 
other things, is the ultimate 
causal factor behind many of 
today's divorces, morals 
violations and illegitimate 
births. 
Does this University have 
any responsibility to its stu-
dents in this area? Will it 
continue its "ostrich-like 
head ... in-the-sand" attitude 
toward an aspect of life 
changing rapidly since the ad-
vent of the "pill"? 
It seems our 17th century 
Puritan heritage is still too 
much of an influence on today's 
education. 
Barry Westfall 
Salukis, Spartans Share Woe 
OJ Where to Park That Car 
A parking permit at MSU is 
little more than a hunting per-
mit. Thi s year 12.000 cars are 
registered· at MSU. But the 
number of available parking 
space is not keeping pace with 
the increase of vehicles. 
Recently the All-University 
Traffic Committee proposed a 
temporary solution to the 
parking dilemma on the north 
campus. Faculty and staff 
members holding reserved 
spaces were asked either to 
givc up their reservation", or 
when not using their spaces, 
to allow other faculty mem-
bers to occupy them. This is 
merely a stop-gap measure. 
More permanent measures 
are needed. 
To make matters worse. the 
present parking situation is 
minor compared to futun· 
prospects. Within the next few 
years. the full impact will bl' 
felt of the additions to Kedzie. 
the Library, the Language-
Marhematics Building now 
under construction. and the 
proposed Administration 
Building. 
The besl solution to the im-
pending crisis-and indeed if 
nothing is done it will be a 
crisis-is the construclion of 
more parking facilities. The 
administrarion has proposed 
the construcrion of two new 
parking ramps. The Board of 
Trush.'~'S is considering this 
proposal. 
We urge that these two new 
parking ramps be built as soon 
as possible. for adequate 
parking is essential. In-
adequate facilities can cause 
traffic Jams, general chaos. 
and make students late for 
classes. In shon. a parking 
problem is now taking shape 
that could disrupt thE' basic 
purpose of this illstilUtion. 
Millions are spent for dor-
mitories, classrooms and 
orr.er necessary facilities. 
Parking lots cannot be left 
off this'list. 
We believe it is thel'niver-
sity's obligation to provide 
parking spaces to meet borh 
present and future needs. 
Michigan State News 
Avaricious Few 
Disrupt Maiority 
The University may again 
feel the impact of war, an 
impact largely absent since 
Korean War days. 
College students who do not 
pass the dusted-off Selective 
Service test and/or do not 
rank high enough in their class 
may be drafted. 
The decision, of course, 
was made with reluctance. The 
value placed on education in 
contemporary society is rec-
ognized by the decision-mak-
ers, who rhus will take "less 
successful" students first and 
who will pass another GI bill 
to help veterans complete 
their interrupted educations. 
That is why war is sad. The 
nobler goals of the many are 
sacrificed to the avarL:ious 
few. whether those few be in 
Berlin with Hitler or in Peking 
with Mao Tse-tung. 
Next fall, the Daily may well 
be printing features on how the 
draft has affected enrollment 
or how soldiers-turned-
students are "readjusting." 
It all will sound too dread-
fully familiar. 
l\tinnesota Daily 
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Unspoiled Natural Parks 
Tanzania Mania Forecast 
As Tourist Lodges BOise 
By Malcolm C. Payne 
Copley News Service 
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania-the opening of 
the $5 million. 204-room Kilimanjaro Hotel 
here can be likened to the sudden appearance 
of an oasis in a desert. 
For the first time. Tanzania can handle large 
tourist groups without splitting them up among 
three or more of the capital's smaller hotels. 
That the shortage of hotels has depressed 
Tanzanian tourism more than anything else can 
be gauged by the sudden emergence of interest 
in the country, especially the capital, by large 
U.S. and Canadian tourist organizations. The 
f~~~~anjaro has advance bookings stretching into 
But the Kilimanjaro is only the first step in 
a master plan to boost Tanzania to the top of 
the tourist world. 
Three new lodges are to be built at the 
Seronera. Ngorongoro and Mikumi game parks. 
A new beach hotel is planned for Dar es Salaam 
and a tourist hotel in Zanzibar. Discussions 
also are in progress with the Hilton organization 
for an additional hotel in the capital. 
At present about 24,000 visitors come here 
each year. It is hoped to increase this to 80,000 
in 1968. Whether the country could cope with that 
number is debatable. Lack of an experienced staff 
in the hotel field is a sore point here. 
The Kilimanjaro has had more than its share 
of teething troubles but some of the top execu-
tives expect matters to settle down in time for 
the main tourist season. 
Once the Visitor arrives here-there are nights 
from all parts of the world into the airport 
and regular connections with Nairobi-what will 
he get for his money? 
It depends on what he wants. Tanzania has 
364,000 square miles of palm-fringed sandy 
beaches, enormous game parks, snow-capped 
mountains and great lakes. There is sophisti-
cation and also the splendor of the unspoiled 
Africa. 
The great number of tourists at present en-
tering the game parks in the north of Tanzania 
do so from Nairobi in Kenya. which is nearer 
to them than Dar es Salaam. Nairobi has culled 
most of the money from tourism hecause of the 
better standard of hotels there. 
But this should change With the emergence of 
higher standards in Tanzania. for there are many 
things to see near this capital. 
The small islands off Dar es Salaam are 
likely to be developed soon. Beautiful Sinda, the 
only inhabitant of which is bearded Scotsman 
John Brown. boasts spear-fisbing equal to that 
anywhere in the world. 
The island is visited mostly by small parties 
for picnics. They are taken out in Brown's boat 
but have to bring their own food. Plans are being 
made for a small hotel which could cater for 
short-stay visitors. 
The gorge is just off the main route to Seronera 
Lodge in Serengeti National Park and can be 
reached easily in a day from Lake ManyaraHotel 
and the Ngorongoro Crater Lodge. 
South of Iringa in the Southern Highlands is the 
site of Isimila where Old Stone Age axes and 
other tools lie where they were excavated. At 
Kolo. 115 miles from Dodoma, the Kondoa Irangi 
VIEW FROM LAKE MANYARA HOTEL IN TANZANIA 
EXTENDS OVER HUNDREDS OF SQUARE MILES 
rock painting~ sh'lw hunting scenes between 
2,000 and 7,000 years old. 
For the lover of mountain-climbing the twin 
peaks of Kilimanjaro-Kibo (19,340) and Mawenzi 
(l6,896)-Tanzania's and Africa's highest moun-
tain, are a must. Kibo is a test for a fit walker 
and Mawenzi needs a mountaineer's experience. 
Local hotels at Moshi. Kibo and Marangu provide 
all equipment. except for boots and clothing, 
needed for the mountain. 
_0: 
LIONS RESTn.G IN SERENGETI PARK IN TANZANIA 
The fishing club at Mafia Island may be revived. 
This used to provide deep-sea fishing in the Mafia 
Channel and in the ocean where some fine sail-
fish, marlin, shark and barracuda can ::'e caught. 
The best season for fishing is between October 
and March. 
Good inland fishing is available in the lakes. 
There are bass and Nile perch in Lake Duluti, 
near Arusha in northern Tanzania. and tiger fish 
in Lake Tanganyika. 
Tanzania is rich in tbe remains of ancient 
civilizations. Perhaps the most famous spot is 
Olduvai Gorge where L.S.B. Leakey, the anthro-
pologist. discovered the earliest known remains 
of man. going back more than 1.750,000 years. 
But many tourists want most of all to see 
animals when they come to Africa. Tanzania 
has the richest display of wildlife left in the 
world today. 
There are nine game reserves covering a total 
area of 27,300 square miles where all wildlife 
is protected. The best known of the national parks 
is Serengeti. the only area left in Africa where 
the vast migration of animals can still be seen. 
During January to May. when fresh grazing 
and water are available in the southeast area on 
the open plain£>. wildebeest. zebra, gazelle, topi 
and eland, always accompanied by Serengeti's 
black-maned lions, follow the rain. 
There are more than 280,000 Wildebeests, 
600,00(1 gazelles, 150,000 zebras, 700 elephants. 
16,000 buffaloes and other animals in Serengeti. 
The accommodation for the park is at Seronera. 
East of Serengeti and 70 miles west of Arusha 
is Lake Manyara Park, where hundreds of thou-
sands of flamingoes. pelicans and other water 
birds congregate. 
There are many herds of elephant at Manyara 
and the lions provide unusual opponunities for the 
phorographer because they spend a lot of their 
time in the higher branches of trees. 
At the very edge of the West Rift Wall is the 
L.ake Manyara hotel, which proviues a staggering 
view over hundreds of square miles. The hotel 
is extremely comfortable and has its own swim-
mingpool. 
Ngurdoto Crater Park. 23 miles from Arusha, 
is the smallest of the parks and is considered 
the most beautiful. It contains a crater 1.5 miles 
in diameter, with a forest rim rising SOO to 
1.500 feet above the crater floor. 
Elephants. rhinos, giraffes and magnificent 
views of Mount Kilimanjaro and Masailand are 
there for the visitor. 
Momella Game Lodge adjoins the park and 
drives by the lakes will provide the photographer 
with a chance to capture the hippos at play. 
Lastly, Ngorongorn Crater. adjoining Serengeti, 
is the second largest caldera in the world and 
large herds of plains game can be seen Within 
its forest walls, which rise majestically in places 
to 2,2S0 feet. There is yet again a safari lodge 
which provides full facilities for the tourist. 
Hunting safaris can be arranged for many of 
the game contro:led areas. Taking out a license 
will often provide the hunter with exc lushoe ri~hts 
to the particular area he chooses while here. 
Hunting is expensive-average cost per day is 
around $i20-but it is always possible that a 
record trophy would cover the cost of the trip. 
Licenses vary according to the animal chosen; 
for example a license to shoot an elephant 
costs $85. 
Cost of hotels and lodges varies but around the 
$15 a day mark is a fair average for the Whole of 
TOURISTS PAUSE TO WATCH GIRAFFE IN LAKE MANYARA PARK 70 MILES WEST OF ARUSHA IN TANZANIA the country. 
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Obiective English Exam Set 
Far Undergraduates Saturday 
'''1' •••.•• , 
I 
! 
The objective pertion of the 
undergraduate English quali-
fying examination will be given 
at 9 a.m. Saturdav in Furl' 
Auditorium in University 
School. 
All students who plan to 
graduate from the College of 
Liberal Ans and Science, the 
College of Education, the 
School of BUSiness, the School 
of Technology and all students 
who plan to practice teach 
must pass the examination. 
Exceptions from the exam 
will be made for students who 
have a 4.0 average or better 
in Freshman Engli~h Com-
position (English WI, 102 and 
103, or GSD lOla and IOtb,or 
their equivalent for transfer 
students.) 
StudenEs in tbe College of 
Liberal Ans and Sciences and 
the School of Technology may 
satisfy this requirement by 
substituting a grade of "C'· 
or better in English 300. 390 
or 391. 
Students in the College of 
Education and all students who 
plaw-< to practice teach may 
substitute a passing grade on 
the: undergraduate English 
qualifying examination in 
place of English 300 or 391. 
These students may take the 
examination only once. 
Students in the School of 
Business must pass the 
examination. There is no limit 
to the number of 'times these 
stuaents may take the 
examination. 
Students are required to 
bring their student identifica-
tion cards to the examination. 
Earth Science Is 
New GSA Series 
Experimental Earth Sci-
ence, a new two-term course 
in General Studies Area A. 
100 level. has been approved. 
The course. GSA 1l0a&b. 
is open to any student who has 
had chemistry in high school. 
, •. 
.. ~
Students electing GSA HOa GRADUATE PROMOTED-James D. Handley visor of personnel of the company, discusses a 
spring must complete the se- (left), first graduate of the Alton Box Board co- personnel aSSignment with Thomas H. Young, 
quence by taking GSA HOb by operative education program and presently super- manager, industrial relations, of the company. 
the summer quaner of 1966. 
Spring and summer will be the Alt F- 'Ed . t- P 
onlyrerms these courses will Onlrm S Dca Ion rogram 
be offered. Each course is 
worth four credit hours. L d d b F SIU St· d t r~:~e:i~~~~Ot~~~eO~o~~~ au e y ormer D en 
are sufficient to meet the GSA The first graduate of Alton ordinator of personnel three gives him invaluable experi-
requirements in the 100 level. Box Board Company's coop- months after his graduation. ence.·· 
GSA lOla. band c will not erative education program and supervisor of personnel Any students majoring in 
be needed. was appointed the firm's co- 14 monrhs later. engineering. liheral arts, 
James D. Handley. who business adminisrrationorthe 
TIFFANY m 
graduated from SIU in 1964, sciences is welcome to join 
is the company's personnel the program. 
supervisor. This term there are 10 SIU 
Established in 1962, the students participating in the 
company's cooperative edu- program and five who are at-
cation program allows stu- tending school after working in 
dents to work full time part Alton. 
of the year and continue their 
education the remainder of the 
school year. 
Besides Handley, one other 
student, Gary Ashby, is now 
permanently employed by the 
company. According to Bruno 
W. Bierman. supervisor in 
student work. three to five stu-
dents will be finishing the 
program in the spring and may 
decide to work for the com-
pany permanently. 
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Students participating in the 
program are carried as full-
time employes ami placed on 
an educational leave of ab-
sence Without pay when they 
return to their studies. The 
program is usually completed 
in five years. depending on the 
university's system of quar-
rel'S or semesters. 
Handley, a former resi-
dent of Carmi. now lives in 
Alton. He joined the coopera-
tive program at the end of his 
!"ophomore year :md was as-
signed to the quality control 
laboratory. 
Of his first training phase. 
Handley said, "A student in-
tere!"ted in sales, personnel, 
engineering or any ether area 
in the company receives in-
valuabl(: ba;;ic knowiedge of 
its opera[ ions during his ini-
. tial workin)! term." The stu-
dent advances in employment 
accordin!!, to the company's 
need!" nnd the student'!" ability. 
Any student with a minimum 
average of 2.5 on a 4-point 
system may enroll after com-
pletion of his freshman or 
sophomore year in college. 
After ~raduation, the stU-
dent is given a brief training 
period before he meet!" the 
company's executives who de-
dde on the area in which he 
will work. The company i!" not 
obli~ated to employ the stu-
dent and he is not obli!!ated 
to accept the job. "Whether 
or nor a student is employed," 
Handley said. "the pro)!:ram 
312 S.1I1. OPEN Monday Evening 
Approximately 80 SIU 
students have participated or 
are now participating in the 
program. Three to eight stu-
dents are added to the program 
each term. 
The program has attl'lcted 
students from Nher universi-
ties and colleges. They are 
University of Cincinnati, l'ni-
versity of Illinois. l'niversity 
of Missouri at Columbia, Uni-
versity of Missouri at Rolla, 
No rth \ve s te rn ULiversitv, 
Purdue University, and Rock-
hurst College ai Kansas City, 
Missouri • 
Of 26 students currentlv 
enrolled in the program, 16 
are working at Alton Box 
BOll!'d while the rest pursue 
their studies on their respec-
tive camplises. 
Jobs Available 
For Camp Work 
Interviews for sophomore, 
junior, senior "r graduating 
female students interested in 
summer camp work will be 
conducted Wel:nesda\' ',n cam-
pu!" by :\Ir. and \Irs. Jerry 
Baer. 
Thl' interviews are r·,r pI ,,,i-
tion;; with the Birch Trail 
Camp \oclted in \lin"n):". Wis. 
Th(.' camp catt'rs t" ):"irls b,,_ 
twcen thL' a)!c" "I I (I and 16. 
Coun:<(']ol"S "In: IlL'L'lkd in rIll' 
f(lllfl\\'in~ area~: tennis, sail-
ing, gymnastk", camp"raft 
:lllt! watL'rrn,nr. 
Intl'ri.'''tl'd students "hou],1 
c"ntact Bruno W. Bierman, 
LL'on:ll'd L. Lukasik "r Robert 
D. Jlllius at thL' Offi('(' "I' Stu-
di.'l1t Work and Financial .. \s-
sistance bd .. re Tue;::lfay. 
February ", '966 
Hill Is Named 
To Advisory 
Council Post 
Roben E. Hill, dean of tbe 
School of Business, was re-
cently appointed to tbe Dean's 
Advisory Council of the 
American Management Asso-
ciation. 
The council Is composed of' 
24 deans in collegiate schools 
of business in tbe United 
States. 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
ELMER J. CLARK ED SHEA 
Dean Hill said the main 
Involvement of the council 
presently is "operation dia-
logue:' This program relates 
research and practice in tbe 
fieM of management to 
academic programs in an at-
tempt to achieve better under-
standing of various viewpoints 
in management. 
Meetings are beld at the 
association headquarters in 
New York City quarterly. 
Clark to Be Chairman 
At Education Meeting 
Hill will attend a: special 
meeting of the deans of col-
legiate schools of Business 
Monday and Tuesday in St. 
Louis. 
The purpose of this meeting 
is to clarify tbe new 
regulations of tbe association 
and to implement cenain re-
quirements of membership. 
The annual meeting of the 
National Society of College 
Teachers of Education will be 
held Feb. 16-19 in Chicago. 
Elmer J. Clark, dean of 
tbe College of Education, and 
president of the society, wiD 
pnside. 
The tbeme of this year's 
meeting. which will be broken 
into three general sessions 
SIU Employes Credit Union 
Elects Officers, New Directors 
M. M. Sappenfield was 
elected president and Sina K. 
Spiker was namedvice-presi-
dent of the board of directors 
of the SIU Employes Credit 
Union at its annual meeting. 
Allen Jones was named sec-
retary 'tnd Carlton Sisk was 
elected treasurer. 
New members of the board 
are William W. Rice of wood-
workir.~ technology, Jack E. 
Simmons, assistant control-
ler, and Carlton Sisk, credit 
union office manager. 
Reelected directors are 
Ralph Bedwell of the Small 
Business Institute, Philip J. 
~fl~~r~~~ea: :fa~~l~~~~~:~~~~ 
Office. Edith S. Krappe, asso-
ciate professor of English; 
D. L. Lampman. assistant 
professor in machine tool and 
design at VTI. W. C. Mc-
Daniel, professor of mathe-
matics; M. M. Sappenfield. 
associate profesSQr of gov-
ernment, Virgil Schwegman, 
foreman carpenter at the 
Physical Plant, and Sina K. 
Spiker. Central Publications. 
Members adopted amend-
ments to the bylaws which 
permit credit union employes 
to become members, and 
which increase the unsecured 
Spanish, Fren£h 
Offered Faculty 
The English Language Cen-
ter is prepared to offer French 
or Spanish instruction to 
members of the faculty, fac-
ulty wives, and staff members 
on both the Carbondale and 
Edwardsville campuses. 
Alfred J. Junz. assifltant 
dean in the Division of Inter-
national Services. said stu-
dents may set up their own 
flexible schedule of courses. 
although a minimum of six 
hours a week is recommended. 
and they may proceed at their 
own pace. The centers are 
open from 8 a.m. to ~ p.m. 
weekdays and on Saturday 
mornings. 
Interested perflons at Car-
bondale will meet at 7:30 p.m. 
Monday in the F.I.S laboratory, 
when questions on the pro-
grammed instruction will be 
answered and other informa-
tion given. 
MAX SAPPENFIELD 
loan limit. Several technical 
amendments adopted brought 
the bylaws of the local union 
into conformity with recent 
changes in the Illinois Credit 
Union Act. 
Crosby Elected 
To Scientist Group 
Herbert A. Crosby. asso-
ciate professor in the School 
of Technology. has been 
elected to membership in the 
Association Internationale 
pour Ie Calcul Analogique. a 
world organizat i on of 
scientists and engineers con-
cerned with analog computers. 
The organization. with 
headquarters in Brussels, 
Belgium, includes member-
ship from the United Kingdom, 
France, Russia. Japan and 
Spain. Crosby will join with 
other members in an inter-
national exchange of scientific 
computer information. 
Crosby is an electronics and 
computing spedalist on the 
engineering and wchnology fa-
culty. A native of St. Louis and 
a former research engineer 
.for the McDonnell Ain:raft 
Corp., he holds three degrees. 
including doctor of science 
from Washington University. 
He also has worked With 
the Lockheed Aircraft Corp., 
Burbank, Calif •• and tht~ Los 
Alamos. N. M.. Scientific 
Laboratory. 
and nine section groups, is 
"The Role of Teachers of 
Education in International 
Education." 
Clart will preside over the 
opening of tile Feb. 17 ses-
sion. and will introduce the 
main speaker~ R. Freeman 
Buns. associate dean of in-
ternational studies at Colum-
bia University. 
Dorothy S. Ainsworth. 
president of the International 
Couoc:il of Health. Physical 
Education and Recreation, will 
be the speaker at tbe second 
session. Edward J. Shea, 
chairman of SlU's Department 
of Physical Education for Men. 
will preside over the session. 
Shea has also prepared a 
special program. "Rhythmi-
cal Physical Activities Around 
the World:' which will be pre-
sented by 80 children of Chi-
cago public schools. 
The third session will be 
beld Feb. 19 in cooperation 
with the John Dewey Society. 
The speaker will be Robert 
Schaefer. dean of Teachers 
College at Columbia Univer-
sity. 
Five hundred professors of 
education from all sections 
of the United States, including 
35 SIU faculty members and 
graduate students, win be in 
attendance at the meeting. 
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Geologists to Hear Crime Discussion 
Joseph Nicol. Joliet, super-
intendent of the Illinois State 
Bureau of Criminal Identifi-
cation and Investigation. will 
speak at a geology meeting 
at SIU Feb. 11, according to 
Frank Bell, SIU geology semi-
nar program chairman. 
The meeting, open to all 
interested persons. will ba 
at 8 p.m. in the Univers!ty 
Center River Rooms. 
Nicol will discuss how 
techniques in mineralogy are 
applied to investigating 
crimes. such as using X-ray 
and other instruments utilized 
in geology for identHying 
samples of broken glass. mud, 
-Free Gift 
If'rapping 
-Free Mailing 
Service 
or other substances connected 
with a criminal act. 
Kraft Publishes Article 
On Student Teacbing 
Leonard E. Kraft. assistant 
director of student teaching in 
the College of Education, has 
published an anicle in the 
January issue of the National 
Elementary Princiral quar-
terly publication. 
Entitled. "You're Getting a 
Student Teacher," the article 
discusses the principal's role 
in working with the student 
teacher. 
See our 
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Would Provide School. HOine Loan Aid 
Veterans Committee Approves New GI Bill 
WASmNGTON (AP) - Per-
manent education and loan 
benefits for men and women 
who serve in the armed forces 
would be provided under a bill 
approved Thursday by the 
House Veterans Commvee. 
The Johnson administration 
has proposed that such bene-
fits be limited to veterans who 
served in dangerous areas. It 
objects to the cost ofthe House 
committee bill, estimated at 
$335 million during the first 
year of operation. 
About 3 1/2 million veterans 
would be affected immedi-
ately. since it would cover 
servicemen who were in uni-
form since early in 1955, when 
the Korean War GI benefits 
program ended. 
The Senate last year passed 
an even more costly version, 
estimated at $400 million in 
its first year. 
First U.S. Try Not B.fore May 
The bill"s major provisions: 
-All servicemen who were 
on duty for at least 180 days 
after Jan. 31, 1955, would 
be entitled to one month of 
education or training for each 
month spent in uniform, with 
a maximum of 36 months. 
Payments for full-time stu-
dents would be $100 monthly 
for men without dependents. 
$125 a month for those with 
one d~pendent. and $150 for 
those with more than one. The be eight years from June 1. 
scale in the Senate bill is 
$10 a month higher in eacb 
category. Unlike the program 
in effect in World War II. 
tuition would not be paid. 
- The education benefits 
would become effective on 
June I and would have to be 
completed within eight years 
- The Veterans Adminis-
tration would guarantee pri-
vare home and farm purchase 
loans up to a maximum 
guarantee of $7,500 and could 
make direct loans up to 
S17 ,500 if private financing 
is not available. 
of the date of discharge. In The loan benefits would 
the case of men already dis- become effective upon enact-
charged, the time limit would ment of the bill. 
Soviet Luna 9 Sending Back Pictures From the Moon 
(Continued fro. Page I) 
Lovell also said the Rus-
sians had been shrewd in pick-
ing the landing spot for Luna 
9. The rocket landed in a 
region that will be in full 
sunlight for 14 days, he said. 
and solar power could continue 
to replensib its batteries. He 
said he had no idea what 
would happen after the area 
went into darkness. 
From Washington. PreSi-
dent Johnson sent a personal 
message to tbe Soviet Union 
on the achievement. saying 
"all mankind applauds" the 
landing. 
Vice President Hubert H. 
Humphrey. cbairman of the 
National Aeronautical and 
Space Council. said "par-
ticularly do I compliment the 
Soviet authorities and experts 
on tbeir stamina and persis-
tence in attaining this lunar 
goal." 
Four previous .:icviet at-
tempts at a soft landing bad 
failed. 
Jodrell observatory !lcien-
tists said Luna 9 had sent 
fascimile pictures back to 
earth from the moon's sur-
face. This aspect was not im-
mediately announced in Mos-
cow. 
Tbe brief Tass announce-
ment on the landing-tbe Ii.st 
official word on the progress 
of the flight since it was 
launched Monday-gave only 
spotty details. 
Nothing was said about the 
size. shape.. construction or 
weight of the scientific in-
strument package. It is tl10ught 
likely to be more than 3.000 
pounds. Nothing was said im-
mediarely about the kind of 
data being radioed back to 
earrb. 
Soviet commentators soon 
beamed out thou!landsof words 
in praise of the accomplish-
ment. 
One commentator asked how 
soon would a manned landing 
on the moon. 238.000 miles 
from the earth, follow. 
•• American !lpeci&lists be-
lieve that they will be able to 
send their fellow countryman 
~'. FINAL CLEARANCE , 
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to tbe moon until (sic) 1970. of maneuverable spaceships, 
Soviet scientists prefer not rendezvous of two manned 
to tie their hands by precise ships. and medical date. 
deadlines. bearing in mint The soft landing was the 
the entire compleXity of pilOf greatest Soviet space success 
flight to another beavenl~ since March 18, 1965. when 
body." cosmonaut Alexei Leonov be-
At Cape Kennedy, Fla •• U.S came the first man to walk in 
officials conceded that tbE space. 
landing gives Russia a lead 11 Tbis was tbe last Soviet 
this important phase of tht manned space flight and 
moon race, but does not neces· American astronauts have 
sarily give it the over-at since taken the lead in length 
edge. and sophistication of manned 
The United States has thE flights. Soviet cosmonauts 
lead in other areas-total mar bave yet to rendezvous in 
hours in space. longesl space. 
manned flights. demonsuation Since tbe 
Russians have been concen-
trating-at least so far as their 
announcements have disclosed 
-on a soft lunar landing as 
their next key step toward a 
manned flight to the moon. 
The Russians have had more 
luck with their moon probes 
than the Americans. They 
were the first to land a rocket 
on the moon in September 
1959. The next month. the Rus-
sians sent a space station 
around tbe moon that sent back. 
photographs of its far side. 
never before seen by man. 
Three earlier soft landing 
attempts by tbe Russians 
crashed on the moon. A fourtb 
missed tbe moon. The at-
tempts began in January 1959 
and nearly succeeded last Dec. 
7 when Luna 8 crashed after 
a start toward a soft landing. 
U.S. expens have estimated 
it may take at least four 
American tries before a suc-
cessful U.S. soft landing. 
Student Violence 
Brea ks Out in 
Chicago Schools 
CHICAGO (AP) - A 9-year-
old boy was stabbed in a grade 
school fight Thursday within 
hours after a special meet-
ing of police and school 
prinCipals over a rash of 
school violence. 
The stabbing occurred at the 
, Siedler Elementary School on 
the West Side. The victim was 
given emergency hospital 
treatment. 
SECRET RECIPE A PROBLEM··Eari Mugele Jr. holds one of the 
sausages that h&s gotten his firm into hot water with the St. Louis 
Health Dept. Mugele refused to disclose his 10S·year.old formula, 
handed down through his family, with which his sausages are com· 
pounded "nd the health department revoked his sales permit. He 
is taking the citv rulin!.: to court. (AP Photo) 
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Wednesday two boys were 
stabbed in another grade 
school and a teacher was 
slugged in a high school. On 
Tuesday a 15-year-old boy 
shot a member of a rival 
gang in a high school cafeteria. 
Police said the violence has 
been mostly among Negroes 
and some white children have 
been involved. 
Michael R. Fortino, super-
intendent of school district 21, 
and 14 prinCipals met with 
Capt. Harold Miles, comman-
der of Englewood District 
police. Fortino said the cafe-
teria shooting was the first 
outbreak of violence in Engle-
wood High School, on the South 
Side., in 00 ye~T!'1. 
Campus 
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Private Talks Open on U.S. Bid 
For U.N. Debate on Viet Nam War 
. ---";"'~ - -
EASTERN SNOW-Drifts up to 30 feet deep paralyzed the Oswego, 
N.Y., business district after a blizzard that dumped 102 inches of 
snow on the city. (AP Photo) 
PaintingsSebed 
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. 
(AP) - After two days of 
public debate on Viet Nam, 
U.N. diplomats Thursday be-
gan a round of intensive pri-
vate talks which the United 
States regards as part of a 
new peace offensive. 
The public debate may be 
resumed later, but informed 
quaners said President John-
son's primary objective in 
bringing the Viet Nam prob-
lem before the U.N. Security 
Council was to help stimulate 
funher peace moves. The in-
formants said this has been 
achieved. 
The President was under-
I'Itood to have acted on a 
recommendation by Ambas-
sador Arthur J. Goldberg and 
Secretary of State Dean Rusk 
after the administration had 
concluded last weekend that 
Nonh Viet Nam's President 
Prude Spurs Lewd Nude Raid 
ROME (AP) -Enemies of 
the nude and allegedly lewd 
struck in Italy again Thurs-
day. 
Without warning, police 
stripped from the walls of a 
sedate Rome art gallery II 
paintings and drawings of un-
clothed ladies by two modern 
masters. 
Seizure of the works, by the 
late Austrian painters Egon 
Schiele and Gustav Klimt. left 
tbe directors of the Marl-
borougb Art Gallery gasping 
in astonishment. 
The drawings and water 
colors seized in Rome de-
picted no gambling or clas-
sical fun and games. 
Crusading Ark. Editor 
Convicted of Perjury 
They were pantings of 
nudes, no more shocking to the 
seasoned eye than the count-
less thousands of unclad 
ladies, ancient and modern, 
adorning other galleries, mu-
seums or palaces in culture-
rich Italy. 
But, some officials of cul-
ture-ricb Italy occasionally 
display strangely un-Italian 
blue noses. 
Carla Panicali, codirector 
of the gallery, said the II 
Austrian works had been 
shown at New York's Guggen-
heim Gallery and at the London 
branch of the Marlborough 
Gallery without anyone turn-
ing a Mir. 
MORRILTON. Ark. (AP)-
A weary jury. returning its 
verdict Thursday, convicted 
former newspaper publisher 
Gene Wirges of perjury. 
"I wasnotsurprised:'Wir-
ges said later. 
The Conway County Circuit 
Court jury set the penalty at 
three years in prison. Formal 
sentencing was scheduled for 
Saturday. 
Wirges said a motion for a 
new trial probably would be 
filed then. He remains free 
on bond. 
(Wirges won the Somhern 
Illinois University Depart-
ment of Journalism's Eli jah 
Parish Lovejoy award for 
courage in journalism in 1l)(.2. 
He was cited for his continuing 
editorial campaign for clean 
government despite threats of 
personal injury and economic 
harrassment.) 
The jury, with a mountain 
of evidence to consider. 
deliberated tWO hours. 1-1 
minutes. then handed their 
verdict to Judge Russell C. 
Roberts with about 72 persons 
waiting in the court room. 
The defense contended that 
Wirges. wh, has had a running 
five-year fight with the coun-
ty's political establishment. 
could not get a fair trial in 
Conway County. 
The first two days of the 
trial were devowd [0 testi-
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mony on defense motions for 
a char,ge of venue and to 
disqualify the jury panel. 
Wirges' attorney contended 
that the jury system in the 
county was controlled by Cir-
cuit Judge Wiley Bean and that 
Bean is prejudiced against 
Wirges. 
The mO[ions were denied. 
The per jury indictment, re-
turned by the county ~rand 
jury last October. stems from 
a 1963 liberal trial. which 
resulted in a $200,000 judg-
ment has been set aside and the 
case is pending. 
The state contended that 
Wirges gave false testimony 
by saying he wrote no part 
of the column that figured 
in the trial. 
IN TH. 
"These are two of Aus-
tria'!; greate!;t painters:' !;he 
said. "How can anyone con-
sider such paintings ob-
scene?" 
A customs officer who saw 
the works as they cleared 
import inspection eflsagrees 
with her. 
He filed an anonymous com-
plaint alleging they were 
obscene. 
The Ilome police swung into 
action as a result. 
A court now wHI have to 
deCide whether the works are 
art or pornography. 
STARTING 11 A.M. DAILY LUNCHEON MENU 
AT THE ORGA~TUES. WED •• THURS.. FR •• 
& SATURDAY NIGHTS 
JAMES VALE 
Ho Chi Minh had slammed the 
door on the December-Janu-
ary peace offensive. 
There are indications that 
the United States may be con-
tent to keep the U.N. negoti-
ations on a private basis-at 
least for the present. 
Future public debate in the 
Security Council, however, 
has not been ruled out. If 
agreement can be reached, for 
example, council members 
might decide it was desirable 
to formalize the accord. 
Goldberg himself is par-
tiCipating in a round of con-
sultations with members of the 
15-natlon council. He expects 
to talk with each member, 
including Soviet Ambassador 
Nikolai T. Fedorenko. In-
formed quaners said he takes 
it for granted that the talks 
cenainly will lead to new 
contacts witb North Viet Nam 
and Red China. 
A U.N. spokesman said Sec-
retarY-General U Thant also 
is engaged in private discus-
sions. The spokesman said 
Tbant "still feels that the 
nonaligned countries could 
contribute significantly 
toward a peaceful settlement" 
of the Viet Nam conflict. 
Goldberg was reported to 
see at least a few signs that 
things are moving in the right 
direction. Informed sources 
said he had noted with interest 
Hanoi's statement that a new 
Geneva conference is the 
proper agency for dealing with 
the Viet Nam problem. 
Some U.N. diplomats, in-
cluding French Ambassador 
Roger Seydoux. have placed 
stress on the competence of 
the Geneva group to deal with 
the issue. If agreement could 
be reached on convening the 
conference again. the. United 
States would be satisfied. 
Blaze Sweeps 
Historic Hotel 
ME TROPOLIS (AP)-
Flames swept through the 
upper floors of a historic 
Ulinois hotel Thursday forcing 
members of about 20 families 
to nee in 30-degree weather. 
The three-story Julian 
Hotel is a brick and frame 
structure made popular in [he 
late 19th century by river-
boat passengers traveling the 
Ohio River. 
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Next Best Thing Program Offered 
To Area BankerS 'Open House' Visits Replace 
Tbe Scbool of Business and 
tbe Small Business Institute 
are now offaring to local 
bankers an eight-session pro-
gram on the legal aspects of 
credit and collecting as it 
concerns their daily creating. 
securing and collecting ef debt. 
Coeducational Living at SIU 
Coordinators for the pro-
gram. wbich began Jan. 26. 
are Michael P. Litka. assis-
tant professor of management. 
and R. Ralph Bedwell. director 
of Small Business InsUtute. 
A class of 50 bankers is 
attending the sessions which 
are held every Wednesday in 
Room 308 of the Wham Educa-
tion Building. Litka instructs 
the class and a guest speaker 
is featured at every meeting. 
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I. CLARK DAVIS 
By Margaret Perez 
(Related editorial on Page 4) 
It doesn't look like SIU will 
get coedUcational housing. at 
least in the near future, so stu-
dents are attempting the nen 
hest thing-coeducational 
visits in dormitory rooms. 
The attempts so far have 
been on a small scale in a 
form residents call "open 
house3." These open houses 
consist of a two to four-hour 
period, usually on a Saturday Presidential Panel or Sunday afternoon, when stu-
To Include Davis 
dents can make supervised 
visits to rooms of members of 
the opposite sex. 
I. Clark Davis. special as- Nortbwestern University 
sistant to the vice president (Evanston) deans disagreed 
for student and area services, recently on whether students 
has been named to the Presi- should be allowed to make the 
dent's CommiUee on Employ- same type of visits, but on 
mem of the Handicapped. a regular basis. on tbat J1li-
Harold Russell, chairman, nois campus • 
said the committee provides James C. McLeod, dean of 
a program of public inform a- students at Northwestern, said 
tion and education for employ- rooms are for studying and 
ment of the handicapped. sleeping. "The rooms are just 
1FT.!".! S Davis has been active in bedrooms with desks. com-
". ""tlIIU tore expanding higher educational pletely unsuitable for girls 
212 S. ILLlWOIS and work opponunirtes for to visit:' McLeod said. 
,:==========!.~h:a:nd:i:c:ap:ped=:..::m;e:n:.:an:d:.:w:o:m:e~n. The dean, who is also a 
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Taking a dUferent viewpoint 
was Otis L. Walter, dean of 
men at Northwestern. 
""It's nonsense to think these 
visits would turn into furtive 
sex trysts:' Walter said. 
"Northwestern has no student 
I!nion, so it's very hard for 
the students to find a private 
place where they can study 
and talk." 
.. And I would much prefer 
it if they were alone in uni-
versity housing than in cars 
or bars:' he added. 
The proposal was brought 
before the Northwestern Stu-
dent Senate and a modified 
arrangement, similar toSIU's 
open house system, was 
adopted. 
Thompson Poi!!t residence 
halls have been participating 
in the open house for several 
years, according to Thomas 
Dardis, assistant to the area 
head. 
The open houses are 
initiated by the individual halls 
and then cleared through the 
Studem Activities Office. 
Exact rules and restriction!" 
governing tbe conduct of the came up at a floor meeting, 
open houses have been left up one coed voiced her disap-
to the discretion of the ball. proval by saying, "NoW don't 
At Warren Hall the get me wrong, it's not my 
residents are on the honor guy that I'm worried about. 
system, according to Michael it's those characters my 
G. Peck, president of Thomp- roommate will bring in." 
son Point • 
"If a girl is in a guy's room, 
the door must be opened and 
the resident fellow must be 
somewhere on the floor." 
Peck said. 
"Most of the guys enjoy the 
open houses and they don't 
get out of hand:' he said. 
"In fact. at the last open 
house the girls all wound up 
in the R F's room playing 
monopoly." 
In other halls the door to 
the room does not have to 
be opened all the way. The 
original rule set up by the 
hall said that an object must 
be placed in the door. The rule 
was revised after male stu-
dents began using match sticks 
and toothpicks as wedges. 
Some female residents of 
Thompson Point take a dim 
view of these visits. 
When a proposal to have an 
open house for Valentines Day 
Marion Trip Set 
For Skating Party 
A roller skating party will 
be held Feb. 19 at Poe·s 
Skate Inn in Marion. 
The pany, sponsored by 
the recreation committee of 
the University Center Pro-
gramming Board, is open to 
all students and staff. 
A bus wiJI leave the Uni-
versity Center at 7 p.m. and 
leave [he rink at 9 p.m. Any-
one wishing to go must sign 
up in the Activities Office 
before noon Feb. 18. Cost 
for the trip is 50 cents. 
Student Pleads Guilty 
To Intoxication Charge 
Sam M. Jones. a student 
from Nashville, 111., has 
pleaded gUilty before Magis-
trate Robert Schwartz, on a 
charge of public intoxication. 
Carbondale police arrested 
him about 1:20 p.m. Jan. 22. 
Jones has been given a 
reprimand by University of-
ficials. 
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Two Maior Housing Proiects 
Await Board Action Feb_ 24 
Transactions involving two 
major campus housing proj-
ects are scheduled for the 
agenda of SIU's Board of 
Trustees when it meets in 
Chicago Feb. 24. 
One will be a contract de-
cision on a multiple - unit 
apartment project for married 
students and struf members. 
The other wi1l be $12 million 
revenue bond sale covering 
construction of two 1 -; -story 
residence halls and a com-
mons building for 1,600 single 
students. 
Bids were received Tuesday 
on the apartment project. 
wnich is to be funded through 
a $4 million loan to the SIU 
Foundation from the Federal 
Housing Administration. It 
was the second call on pro-
posals. earlier ones having 
been rejected by the Board 
for not falling within financ-
ing limitations. 
Willard Hart. associate uni-
versity architect. said four 
bids received will be analyzed 
with a recommendation 
"hopefully" ready for the Feb. 
24 Board session. 
Subtracting FHA fees. taxes. 
legal fees. financing charges 
and other items from the total 
$4 million. SIU set a 
$3.430.000 figure on total con-
structions funds available fur 
the apanments. Bidders com-
peted on "one set of varia-
bles"-the number of units to 
be built and the per-unit con-
struction cost of each. Factors 
to be weighed in the award 
will be type of construction 
(within minimum FHA stan-
dards). extra furnishings 
available. and "lifetime ex-
pectancy of the buildings." 
Bids received (number of 
apartments and cost per 
apartment) were: 
Midland Developers. Har-
risburg 280 units at Sll.714 
each. 
Scholz - Consumers Con-
struction Co •• Chicago: 304 
units at $10.817.80. 
National MCI Construction 
Co., Urbana: 348 units at 
$9.626 each. 
McCarthy Brothers Con-
struction Co.. St. Louis: 270 
units at $12.114.86 apiece. 
The apanments will be built 
southwe~t of the main campus. 
near the city reservoir and 
park. 
Of the bonds to be sold for 
Brush Towers. up to $5.1 
million will be purchased by 
the Federal Housing and Home 
Finance Agency at a 35/8 
percent interest. according to 
Controller Robert Gallegly. 
Bids have been asked for the 
remaining $6." million. to be 
sold on the commerci:rl bond 
market. 
VISTA to Wind Up Recruiting; 
Response Here Called Good 
Three recruiters forVISTA 
(V olunteers in Service to 
America). or the domestic 
Peace Corps as the group has 
often been iabeled, will be on 
campus through this after-
noon. 
The program. which is one 
year old. now bas l,700volun-
teers in service and 200 more 
in a six-week training pro-
gram. VISTA's goal is 4,000 
volunteers by June. 
Dorothy McCall, one of the 
recruiters on campus. said 
the main thing that the group 
is looking for in its volun-
teers is "tact. maturity and 
understanding so they can deal 
with local po lit i c a I sit-
uations." 
:>.Uss McCall stressed the 
point that VISTA only sends 
in volunteers when they are 
called for. It does not send 
money with its volunteers. 
Communities or areas using 
VISTA volunteers must apply 
for funds under some other 
portion of the EqUal Oppor-
tunity Act of !964. the legal 
basis for VISTA. 
Because the agency works 
only in areas whert! it is 
asked for. Miss McCall said 
that it must be careful "not 
to anlagonize established so-
dal agencies or local politi-
cal structures." 
VIST A does work in many 
areas. Among them are urban 
projects in places like the 
Denver (Colo.) Juvenile Court. 
the lIenry Srreet Settlement 
House in New York City and a 
youth employment program in 
l':uw Rochelle. N.Y.; rural 
projects in Virginia, Tennes-
see and Arkam,as; work with 
migranr workers in New Mexi-
<"0. :\'cw York and T(·xas; work 
on Indian res"rvations; ;Jlld 
work with the menrally handi-
c;Jped. 
public relations man, chauf-
feur. banker and pawn shop 
operator. I am a tailor, medic. 
friend. buddy, informer. I am 
Public Enemy No.1 and the 
greatest pal in the world." 
There are few requirements 
for VISTA volunteers. The 
main ones are 18 years of 
age (there is no maximum age 
limit). and a willingness to 
work and communicate with 
people. 
Miss McCall said one of the 
main questiuns she has been 
asked by students is "What 
~bout the draft?" 
Her answer is that draft sta-
tus is up to local draft boards. 
She naid many draft boards 
have been very cooperative in 
granting de fer men t s for 
VISTA volunteers. 
According to her, SIU stu-
dent response in the fin,( day 
and a half was very good. 
Twenty-three students had 
signed up (0 take final ap-
plications for VISTA. 
Miss McCall said also that 
student awareness of the pro-
ject seemed to be very high 
here. although there were 
some who came up andwanced 
to know just what VISTA was 
all about. 
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VTl AVIATION SCHOOL APPROVED-Federal 
Aviation Agency inspectors Edward Pontarelli 
and Henry Diekmann. Springfield. and Edmund A. 
Da Rosa, coordinator of the VTl aviation program, 
talk with students during FAA final inspection of 
a two-year aviation technology program. Accredi-
tation was given following a two-day inspection 
last week. 
VTI'S Aviation Program Accredited 
The SIU Vocational Techni-
cal Institute·s two-year avia-
tion tecbnology program bas 
been granted full accreditation 
by the Federal Aviation Agen-
cy. 
The program is one of eight 
university-affiliated in the na-
tion. Final accreditation was 
given follOWing a two-day in-
spection last week by the FAA. 
according to E.J. Simon. dean 
of the Division of Technical 
and Adult Education. 
Students are trained for jobs 
in aviation maintenance. gen-
eral aviation. repair stations. 
and service of corporation 
aircraft. They receive their 
training at recently completed 
facilities at the Southern il-
linois Airport. 
Graduates of the two-year 
program receive an associate 
in technology degree. They are 
prepared for the FAA air-
frame and power plant license. 
Ag Club to Hear 
Industry Speaker 
The Agriculture Economics 
Club will hold a discussion 
with a representative of the 
Food and MachineryCorpora-
tion on March ~. The rep-
resentative will talk on new 
product innovations and job 
opportunities at FMC. 
The corporation manufac-
tures harvesters and pickers. 
the Jinest in 
shoe-repair 
(Work done while you wait) 
Settlemoir's 
Ac,(>ss fmm the Varsity 
We dye SATIN shoes! 
according to Edmund A. Da- students. A 2.000-volume ref-
Rosa, coordinator of the pro- erence library and teaching 
gram. equipment valued at $1.5 mil-
Enrollmen.. currently is 41 lion are available to them. 
ORDERIIOW. 
1966 ILLINOIS 
LICENSE PLATES 
PICK UP SERYlCE·DIRECT FROM SPRINGFIELD 
2 DAY SERVICE 
$l.SO PER SET INCLUDES ALL CHARGES 
NO MONEY ORDE RS OR STAMPS TO BUY! 
SALUKI CURRENCY EXCHANGE 
CAMPllS SHOPPING CENTER 
•.... 
.-
.- CONTACT LENSES 
( $69 50 
•••• Insurance $10 per year 
··C,-;;·j·i(J 
f~ 
EYEWEAR 
Glasses may be functional, but 
they can be more when we fit you 
witlt our stylish, fashionable 
frames! 
. ..... ---~ ·:~ST EYEWEAR $ 9 50 1 Day service! 
~~~~~~:;I~ES 3 50 
Across from tlte Varsity Th_ter. Dr. C.E. Kendrick. C.D. 
Co",er 16t1t & Monroe Herrin. Dr. C. Con rod 0.0. 
A VISTA volunt('er assigned 
HI ,he Job Corps summed up 
his job With the!"" words: "I 
am a guidance counselor. h d d k 
n:adinp;. wririn~ and arirhme- Open 24 ours a ay-7 ays a wee 
tic teach.~r. den mother, ref-
eree, farher confessor, re- UNIVERSITY SOUARE SHOPPING CENTER porter and printer. I am a I.. _____________________________ '!'!""----------------' 
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Top Grades Earn 1,366 SIU Students 
A[IAMS Katherine M. Serman Sandra K. BeRham Emily It.. Spur AJan B. Ashton Paul G. schoen 
-Sharon Lee Smitb Thomas K. Breltlloltz Denny M. CorbeU Mlc'-el Beplcb David E. Scott 
Jeanne A. Enel Anna Marie WlIUams Elizabe!h L. mahan Jenna S. Tedrick Tbomas E. Benz Patricia A. Scott 
-Larry L. Groce Philip L. Mcknown Phillip D. Tedrick Gerald M. Bleze Janet M. Seibert 
Jule K. Hostetter COOK -Howard N. Rasmuesen PORD Alben G. Bom Ronald E. Simmons Colleen Sue Kulla Wayne J. Kind Jan S. Brooks Larry J. Sledge 
Dean A. Andrew Michael Fitzpatrick Waiter H. Kraemer Diebl J. F. McClure Sy!vla J. Brooks Mary J. Smith 
Diane L. Pase John M. Rose Gary Eo Wbittet Gary M. Brown Linda E. Spear ALEXANDER John H. Bolz Joanne M. Cena Laura R. 8Town Thomas A. Spreltler 
SarmlteTeUe James ll.. Barnett FRANKLIN Roben F. Brown WilHam L. Sprtnser 
-Ricahrd Itosemary H. Auer Roser M. Gordon Sbeila Norswo BruntY -Gary R. Sweeten 
·RIchard A. Han CIiHoN It.. Hickman David R. Mcbean ·C.berlne Barnfleld Fem D. aus BudsUck Sandra Kay lbatcher Richard T. Coury Joseph R. Janezlc Doualas M. Dreifu. -EdwIn C. Breeze WiViam L. Buscb Gearp W. Thomas John R. Milford Gerald W. Zimmerman Itoyce J. Flchte ItonaId J. Giacone -Jame. E. carnal Tbomas B. Tbreewitt 
·Patricla A. Pitcher John P. Tomaaka James E. Minlkel Itoy M. Gulley Michael R. Casey EdWard J. Timmermann Denise D. Watkins Donald F. Formanek -Les R. Trueleen ~el"ln D. HaU Andrew CIIan Roben G. Tolierman Raben W. Wise Barbara It.. Kovera -JeHrey Inkley euma J. Huris -Bersy A. Coale Marilyn L. Tripp Michael L. Yates Richard It.. LehnhoH Ricbard p. Bauch Gary L. LInd .. y -5aDdra Cook WlUiam R. Troutt Carlyn Regina Mosby Dianne M. Anseltni Roben T. Hansen Arlene It. Loss Ricbard E. caridi -Tai P. Tscbang Patricia L. Dominses Sleven M. Andes Donald C. Hedberg Sidney 1.. Ludwig Ronald B. eourure Rebecca E. Ublir Jana L. Ogg Carol It.. Banels Steven E. HorwilZ Anna M. M.yeskl Barban K. CoYer Daniel D. Vaupo 
Marilyn J. Beilin Eugene F. Joffe Marilyn C. McClerren Terry E. Dale James W. Vodak BOND Oillta R. Bergruen Louis G. Lutz Mu .... It. Mcendree Donald J. Dallmier Janice R. Wallis 
- Barry J. Blonde Anbur N. Mclin Jr. eotann Pembenon James H. Da.,1s -Jean M. Wbarton Larry M. SChmoUinger Leslie J. Bloom Karen L. Peterson Sam C. Sluzevlcb K atllleen S. ne-se Ruth E. Wicker 
Mlcbael It.. Bortz Carol S. Rossell ·Jeannine ~ Smith -Barbara C. Dietericb Ronald E. Williams 
BOONE Kathleen L. Bozic Roben J. Baricovicb JeHery It.. Smltb Ronda M. Dotten Jolm C. Wilmert 
Richard S. Chaet Jack It. Dubasek Hentletta L. Spence -Nancy L. Ebbert James C. Winquist Jr. Donald L. Paulson Pamela M. Cunningham ChriSllne L. Ericson Mary F. Summers Elliot Ellentuck Rosalie C. Woods 
John F. Daugheny - J.mes B. McMaboft Kenneth P. Wllsen -Shirley C. Elliott Laurence D. Wright BROWN Gregory G. Drlnan Phlllp It. Smula Barbara J. Wingo DIane E. Farouros WilHam E. Wright 
Barry B. Ellegant Alben J. Unger Jr. Gary E. Sanders George K. Flsber -Mary L. Miller Donald G. Colclasure Toni Eversgerd Janlse It.. Tlnen *John L. Venegoni David V. Fltgor Joyce A. Wolfe 
Linda C. MCClelland 
-Karen L. Flesvlg JeHrey M. Lezak MarkS. Kern ·William L. Follett -Mary A. Spytek 
Roy E. Fronczyk CRAWFORD Billy D. Pierce Ella J. Fon Bonnie L. Burns 
BUREAU Dennis It.. Hansen Carol It.. GrlHltb ·Maridell A. Foster Roben L. colp 
·Manln C. Hegglln -Judy R. Atkins Gary L. Griffith Susan Freeberl 
Keith H. Fitzgerald Manha Ann Heinz Vleror L. Corder Larry Bullock Jane A. Frlck JOHNSON 
Linda K. Rigg Jack Hennessy Alan F. Ackman Connee S. .Johnston Susan L. Gasser 
-Gary L. Carlson 
-William A. Hesron Mary E. Lowther Fredrick L. Sample -Derek R. Gear .. Roben C. Riepe 
Terry L. Himes 
-Richard C. HoHman William It. Shipman Everett D. Tbompson Patrlela A. Goersch Rita B. Martin 
·Sheryl E. Montgomery Paul J. Hurner David L. Angel Cbarles J. PlioI' Jr. Sheila M. Goin Kenneth D. Frltcb Gregory G. Pierson Susan 1_ CUMBERLAND -PHis Capps Carolyn A. Gray -RU888U C. Riepe Bruce J. Raabe David L. Jampolls Tbomas H. Coleman Rlcbard L. Greg SWan L. Davis 
Lawrenee E • .Jasud Larry E. Henderson John P. oa'lts -Gerald W. Griebel Carl D. R Frailey CALHOUN Ricllard E. Keane DE WITT Juditb A. Delap Stella M. Grimes -William .J. HeUmer 
Leonard D. Kemp ID 
-Lawrence M. Demattel WilHam H. Hall Sbuoft J. Jo Lambert Dale A. Benz 
-Roben Koresian ~sandrs Bruns Richard G. Higerson -Rollen P. Hanzlik Eva M. Minckler 
Conrad C. Krauft Frank p. Chesneit Rosemarie Lazorchak Marilyn C. Hauls -Stanley L. Aydt CARROLL Carol A. Lysek William L. Gibson Ruth E. Lewis Kathryn M. Hayes -William O. Bizzell 
Mel J. Mangan .John It. Herington Tommy L. Melvin Phyllis R. Hearn Michael R. Blaise Franklin G. Stransky Daniel p. McCanhy Josepb C. Murray Marillret S. Merideth Elsie A. Herbello Inez G. Blessing 
Joeepb T. McDermott Ronald W. Monts James W. Montgomery SM Mario J. Herbello Beverley R. Bradley CASS Ronald Menaker -Barbara R. Hess Faye E. caraway DOUGLAS Jack PodBar 
Janet E. Burklow Edward G. Morrow Jacquelint. F. Rlely -Mary Hickman Alice S. Carr.lthers 
Clarence E. Clark Morris J. Newman Dennis L. Scheu -Genelle A. Rissi Paul F. Hinckley Roberta M. Easron James p. Nicholls Charles M. Russell J ackte E. Honey Sherry L. Ellis Michael S. McCausland Kenneth It.. Oleson DU PAGE Wayne F. WllImore Jacqueline K. Horsley Nancy J. Glodo 
-Judith E. McDonald Wallace Peterson Guy C. YounS Lynda G. Houghland Janice A. Gresg 
Nancy E. Pierson James B. Lund Dayton L. Howerton Edgar L. Jones Jr. CHAMPAIGN 
-Paul G. Ramirez Barbara J. Da.,le 
Naney J. Higgerson Janice L. Jacobs Tbo.nas H. Jones BUly G. Jackson 
Diana D. Black .... ell Thomas P. Rosa Diane V. Hlavacek Barbara G. Nemetsky Pamela S. Janello Carol A. Lacey 
·Charles T. Hall Kennetb L. Salberg *Robert K. Popp Jane A. agGen Phyllis M. J.nsyn Terry L. Mabery 
-Barbara A. Hill Warren W. Sejud James Murray Francis - A nice J. Joffray Gary E. Martyn 
- Philip W. Martin Thomas C. Seward Jr. Elaine K. Mceachron FULTON 
John R. Johnson Fnnk B. Puttman 
Robert A. Peterson Edward G. Singleton Paula R. Smith Carol D. Jones Edll(ar F. Raines Jr. 
Justus S. Templeton Jeffery J. Sloan Alben W. Staszak Ronald W. Jones Brenda K. Ridley Terry S. Solomon John J. Bullaro Jr. James T. Mummert Diane V. Keller Nellie L. Riley 
-Norma J. Unzicker Marianne p. Springer Gordon L. Fox Lawrence A. Conrad Ronald P. Keller Gilben M. Snyder Dennis L. Srulginskls Anhur L. Sychowski Laurel M. Newman Linda J. Nelson Carol A. Kelly Roy F. Splrk Robert E. Walton Dora S. Taber John R. NOvy -Rickie D. Noel Vivian W. Kerley -Edward L. WlIlis Jerry A. McGee 
·Brenlln J. Taylor Phyllis Truckenbrodf Gary M. Threw Mickey D. KimberUn -Mary J. Willis Dorothy L. Ochs Nasir TorbaU Corinne E. Anderson Elizabeth A. King Harold H. Zehner Linda S. Obrecht Carol J. Urquhan Elizabeth Windegurh GALLATIN 'Roben T.1C.raus Charlotte LichUter Larry E. Reed 
Carolyn M. Fiscus James G. Vanderhye 
Harvey It.. Wluke 
-Lynda K. Barnell Mildred G. Largent 
Cynthia S. Elsesser Marge Wiegman Daniel F. Elam Cheryl S. Cox Margaret V. Leahy JASPER James H. Wierzba Russell E. Sass ·Pola Lecbrer Karen L. Huls Richard H. Williams David M. Chester Deanna F. Noel Mary J. Lindley Glenna J. Strole 
Carol It.. Zmuda Roben G. Gorden Joyce M. Pauketat Deborab J. LI.,lngsron Mary E. Turnipseed CH:tISTIAN William D. Napoli Michael D. Rhodes Phyllis J. Williams Elizabeth Lobenstein Roben J. Shoffstall 
Carol L. Mentzer Thomas W. Orr Allan R. Erickson 
!,lllIam C. Bradiey Thomas C. Lobensteln 
'David M. Gesell -TJmothy M. Murphy Laura It.. Link HAMILTON Kristina Logue JEFFERSON 
James L. Enr Milton J. Baburek George P. Reinecke John F.H. Lonergan II 
Ruth A. Funderburk Frank T. Krych Jr. Edward J. Pechnik -Linda K. Upchurcb Dennis P. Maltais Phylls C. Bernard Lawrenee M. Szot Nancy Fairbank -Vergie Brown Marti Janer C. Aitken Sheila K. Yonde 
-Kathy M. Wolak Mary Gretchen Heinz Terry L. Clark Raymond P.Manin Darrel M. Alvis Sheila K. Yonker Linda K. Gulker John It.. Dewolfe -Jane L. Beasley Donna M. McBridse Marsba J. Ansley 
-Michael Broccardo Paul John Maruska Pbilip W. Nieman Evelyn R. Haas Susan K. McClary Margaret E. BrocHgan Toni M. Campbell Georgann S. Percival ~arpret M. Tyschper Carl F. Mauck Cbarles E. Mcintyre Susan J. Carkin Larry R. Silkwood Joseph F. Ramsauer Judity A. Mcintyre -Mar.:ba L. Edmison George E. Mclean Allen E. Sypnak EDGAR HANCOCK Kun A. McKenzie ·Terry R. Farmer Judith Ann Wade 
Barbara J. Beyers -Burton E. Dikelsky -Bette A. Weinberg Patricia Meisterheim ·Sara L. Hayman Steven J. Johnson 
-EdWin .J. Longfellow Don E. Merkley ·Susan L. Hayman Ronald J. Kibler Jane It.. Johnston Darrel L. Good Carol Ultes Rankin Marsba E. Miller Suzan B. Henson Sue E. Stewan Roben W. RodeHer 
M. Kay Wiss Irene £. Runge -Larry T. Montgomery Earl D. Highsmith 
Carole J. Nance Paula N. Lazoff EDWARDS HARDIN -sandra Lee Morilln Mary A. Hindes 
Raben D. E Con L. Tomala Gary L. Morrison Carol S. Laird 
Roben D. Reincke Barbara M. Ferrarlnl -Earl G. Frankland Dorothy D. Frailey -E rnest L. Mueller Sharon A. Me Kenzie JobnT. Shaw 
-Karen It. Nasb Peter A. Muncb Jr. William F. Montfon Carol A. Vidmar Gerald W. Compton NinaL. Reid Stephen M. Humm -James A. Newbank Leslie A. Porter 
CLAY Vicky M. Kosek Kenton D. Saxe HENRY ·Wlnifred S. Norman Randy A. Ragan Stephen W. Whitlock Joanne M. Strine John Ochotnlcky Roben C. Shultes 
Karen A. Carroll Constance L. Wilson Davia L. Meier Dorothy A. Olsen -Paul A. Snider Glen It.. Moore EFFINGHAM Mary J. Moon Mary L. Ozburn "Charlotte K. Tbompson 
CLINTON Mary E. Nelson Ray C. Sturdevant Jaime H. Padilla John R. Wr Ward David It. Brady Carl D. Byers John T. Hungerford - John W. Patterson "Edward L. Wheeler 
Jane M. Beckeonever Richard K. Olley Jan E. Boals Joanne M. Pavltk Jerry E. White 
"Mary E. Hodapp Ruth D. Carlson John L. Schmitz 
Harlan M. Radue 
·Charlotte R. Paxton Karen D. Richardson 
Paulette A. Nothaus -ClUford R. Pitts Jr. ~aney L. Sherrick David L. Godke Lou.ilOna J. Petroff 
Marilyn J. Schroeder Carl G. Freeman Susan J. Triplett IROQUOIS Pamela K. Pfeffer KANE 
·Joseph E. Wendling Richard J. Kart Douglas D. Colclasure Terry L. Pitchford 
Donald V. Karban Richard J. Randel Arlene M. Heiden Terry D. Rothgeb ·Cbarles W. Powell Virginia A. Larrabee Timothy L. Gruender Frederick A. Starke 
-Carole R. Wetherell Val D. Pritchett Harold W. Osby 
Carol A. Holubek Jam"'~ M. Mannon Dale G. Roedl George E. Booth Beverly B. pugh Visvaldis E. Vidmanis 
- Anll~ A. PoYich Nancy J. Zacha Donna A. Warns Robert A. Raines Joseph Zielbauer 
Lawrence J. Bassuk • John C. McNeil Hugues A. Randria Philip Baker COLES Ronald B. Vleck FAYETTE JACKSON Edward A. Rapetti Barbara E. Beyer 
·Curtis A. Price Richard J. Kalina Pall Patricia J. Rawson David L. Er!ckson 
David A. Bolin James F. Kolsky James W. England Sharon Lunn G.Jle Kathleen A. Reitz Gerald 1I. Fisher 
Johanna Edgar Andrew B. Bernhardt Linda K. Hoffman Thomas G. Wiloon • John D. Reynolds • John G. Huber 
Anne M. Rode -Mary J. Donlan James E. Staff William T. Kuhlman °r.fary W. Richardson "Gwyn SIlO_hlte 
Anne M. Rodgers Ruth E. Haaker Marsha It.. Duncan ·Sandra Rickenberg Charlene Robinson' Nancy M. Tarro 
Paul G. Rose Unda J. ModgUn Roben E. Smith Frances J. Arnold Jeanne E. Rodewald Lynne D. Murdoclc 
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Places on Dean's Lists for Fall Quarter 
Douglas G. Dumoulin -Edith M. Cox MONTGOMERY Karl O. Rehmer George O. Richards Raben J. Cates 
Charles W. Carlson Ster-il8n A. Huff Richard E. Rnehrlcasse Paul E. Bridges Robert T. Keleher 
Catherine J. Putz -Lyle S. TUrner Virginia E. Benning James A. POasterer Walter C. Cary Larry D. Murphy 
Kirby D. Bares Michael W. Larussa Anhur W. Frazier Gerald J. Dalsin -Larry D. Wagner 
KANKAKEE Janice A. Giachew ·WiUiam E. Lohman Joyce K. Fullenon M. J. Dressendorfer Judith M. Williams 
Richard R. Sims John Martin Simonin Charlene A. Neilson Mary L. EstiU Rita A. Ziegler 
Paul G. Krouse • Janice L. PocIclinaton Glen R. Wankel Linda S. Priestley Richard R. Hughes Peter D. Rawlinson 
*Mary K. Conway Kenneth R. Bloemker JaneUe A. Floreth Vernon D. Wittenborn Patricia M. Meiron *Sandra B. Wake 
Marik A. Dandurand 
·Rusa G. Masinelli Beverly Hendrickson WiUard J. Duensing William E. MerriU -Raben K. Phillips Jr. 
Stephen B. Fredd • John M. SlIvester Gerald L. Holliday Rita A. Heine Katherine J. Rayhill Donna K. Winters 
Margo R Frenzke Larry L. Wray Danny KUnefelter James A. Maas~rg JacqueUne A. Schien Raben If. Groff 
James J. Mathews Lynn D. Berry Karen L. WiUiams -Janet K. Weaver -Karyn L. Tuxhorn *Nancy L. Orr 
David L. Mayotte Gene A. Ray Pamela R. MulhoUand Andrew B. Vandenuin *Nancy Colben 
Raben E. Sapp 
MADISON 
Sharon D. Ettling Susan A. Watt Susan S. Schilaky -Judith M. Eye 
Marc E. Thomas ·Sharon F. Eggemeyer -Kenneth L. Prestley 
MORGAN 
Joyce A. Ratbmacller SHELBY WiUiam A. Olsson 
KENDALL Stepbell D. Batson -Edward J. Harms 
Roben N. Horn 
Teryl C. GarrisoD DaVid F. Chapman 
Edward L. Olds 
Janice D. Beck Raben B. Lahlein Jr. RICHLAND Roben L. Schndor 
Barbara K. Tuetken -Linda K. ZeUer 
Joseph G. Bohlen 
KNOX DaVid Feltes Donna S. Megginson Rita M. Kocher Joan E. Bass WILL James C. Hood Mark Helmkamp MOULTRIE Marshel W. PoH James A. Smithson 
Dianna D. Cooke -Philip B. Dematteis ConneU J. Myers Patrick B. Dillon 
William W. Hawkinson Keith H. Evans Rebecca S. Atkinson Richard A. Nelson 
Garry E. Morrison Lynda C. Pearson 
Sharon A. Zahora Terry W. FaUine John E. Moody James A. Quayle James, H. Probst *Carla Phelps 
John K. Hobbs Eric A. Crawford Thomas R. Wagy RoGen D. Whitler 
LAKE Philip W. Weber Pamela A. Freesh Jerry E. Lawrence STARK *Leslie D. Zettergren 
Ronald H. 8eiermann Pamela L. Landers Lawrence J. Harris 
Eugene P. Graves Ricbard W. Hopper ROCK ISLAND Christopher McMIUen Jame's M. Hackett 
William I.. Barker Lester D. Bode OGLE Barry It. Krizan 
Richard C. Dahl Karl E. HarrisOR Antoinette Vozikls STEPHENSON 
Dennis E. Mitchell ·Dick MarH Julia A. Johnson WILLIAMSON 
Peter L. Sazonoff Larry D. Schaake Dennis J. Alderks 
Janice E. Bennett AThena A. Zink 
·David D. Denison Michael J. Ohare Wayne E. Deyo 
Alben F. Verbeke Jr. John T. Cah'en 
Fred L. Shapiro judith A. Hicks -Roben D. Hewes WiUiam M. Gasa Sue E. DIckey 
Laura L. Lytle John A. Laslie 
Ronald J. Hrebenar TAZEWELL Alan O. George 
David C. Jackson Gene A. PuDen PEORIA 
Ronald F. Scbaecher James It. Hall 
Michael J. Rafferty Christy M. Heinz 
Jeffrey J. Glendon 
-Sue Walker Crome Michael A. Harper 
Roben L. Moran Ann E. Johnson Elizabeth L. Otoole ·Karen S. Ball *Llewelyn E. Kukla 
David A. Wright -EdWin W. Murphy Jr. Cunis R. King SAINT CLAIR -Rita S. Barker Kenneth Eo MarkweU 
Kenneth R. Zwicke ·Thomas F. Murphy Richard J. Orlandini -Patric:ia A. Duffey Clifton Eo Newsom 
David W. Thompson Philip E. Brown ·Rlchard A. Battaglia Richard Eichelberger Jerry F. Pickar 
LA SALLE Charles W. Zinkhon William A. Gorman Marjorie F. Biehl Sharlyn J. Singley Mtllie I. P. Reetz 
Raymond V. Fulkerson -John E. Gunter Ann Boyne Richard W. Roush 
Paul J. Marini Charles D. Barber Phyllis J. Hayes ·Carol J. Chenoweth Starlette M. Rowland 
Charles C. Boyd Larry M. Barth Karen K. Kunkle Ruth A. Erlinger David It. Sawyer 
Thomas A. Dawes Michilel E. Diesen NeU A. McQuarrie Kathryn E. Grimmer UNION Roben D. Vangorder 
Henry R. Graff Terry N. Jenne John W. Mobler III Marilyn R. Klein *Gordon L. Lawrence Jr. 
David L. Benner ·Nancy C. Rogier Catherine L. M),ers Sandra A. Landry Larry R. Goldsmitb CharlOtte D. Sawyer 
·William G. Farrar Janet L. Steiner Bruce M. Pate Elizabeth L. Lutz Janice L. Sirles Donald L. Sivels 
Richard A. Craig ·Leonard H. Hollmann ·Maureen L. Walsh Susan J. McEviUy Cheryl L. Adams Dennis D. Barnett 
Daniel G. Briner Irene E. Maxfield Peter H. Howe Linda Oneal Thomas W. Davis Sharon S. Bourland 
David L. Elias CamerOll J. Wan Cynthia J. Jackson Patricia R. Pbillips Philip C. Dlefenbacb Catherine M. Conti 
Craig Roberts Dennis R. Wick Deborah Ann Pool Jerry L. Goddard *Dlane Cronin 
Paul W. Hess Janet K. Sticht PERRY' William J. Ruden Sbarolyn S. Keenan Elhelyn L. Dugger 
Mathilda J. Selle Sue A. Spytek 
Donald E. Middleton Julie K. Engmann 
LAWRENCE Carol A. Wobbe -Mary C. Henderson Jessica Fogle 
MARION Mary F. Commean Janice L. Sprague Rebecca J. Hindman Carol A. Gldanninl 
Raymond S. Baker Philip H. Davidson Charles M. Witters Dallas R. Linle ~ary IC. Gornatti 
Chris E. Corrie Hazel E. Loucks Nadine C. Kempfer Unda L. Busenbark -Roger A. Hopkins 
Merren L. Litherland Gladys M. Rose • judith L. Shafer ·Sandra AHard ·Charles R. CutreD Srenda K. Kennedy 
Donna C. Sargent Carole J. Carson Toni 1.. Smitb ·Marlin J. Balr Betty J. Watkins *Linda G. Marlow 
• M anha .J. Pinkstaff Charles D. Craig Jerreld W. Benson ·Geraldine A. Lucas ·Dennis D. Srown lancy IC. McPherson William J. Harris Frank S. Derbak Roberta J. Rollins Michael R. Clowers Shirley A. Miller 
LEE MaryS. Hepp Jerry G. Finney Carol J. Soeteber • Janice L. Eudy -.Jessie L. Murphy 
Charles E. Holt • Josephine Fish Frances S. Zepecki Joan Fricks John A. Phillips 
"Patricia A. Sherrard ·Sandra K. Kirkland Harold R. Harrison Kathleen E. Boeving Janet M. Otrich Raben L. Quaglia 
Robert W. Glaser John B. Randle John B. Jones Donna L. Nation Claudia E. Glasco Marlene M. Robinson 
William L. Burke William T. Shahan Marcella L. Petry -Nancy A. Ogle *Donald L. Russell 
Gary P. Sprehe Larry D. Pursell Donald E. Bald VERMILION Clastina C. Verkamman 
LIVINGSTON Richard Zgol Cecil E. Terry Ronald R. Schmitz Tim D. White 
Edward O. Jones Joanne Crain Georgia C. Bollmeier Rita L. Coates 
*John J. Bozzola 
Baroldam Conrad Walter C. Keller Ronald D. Crain Susan A. Hunter *Charles C. Dobbins 
Ronald K. Shafer Ronnie N. Sawyer James E. Engelhardt William E. MueUer 
Cynthia S. Camarata Donna L. Fehrenbaker 
Stephen D. Clark Charles T. Bunon Lila L. Johnson Cheryl A. Prest 
Nancy E. Guggemos William H. Moorman 
Cynthia A. Panerson Paul J. Hanson Jodene MathiS Laurie F. Smith 
David A. Jones Jane H. Richey 
Werner Ziehmann John F. Lee Jeff N. Stevenson Roland A. Hassebrock 
Diane Melching *Shirley A. Wall 
Ray E. Defenbaugh Particia A. Bitzer Louise A. Templeton Gerald K. Worms 
-Dorothy A. Oliver 
-Jane A. Hyden 
-David C. Pals 
Sonny G. Allen ·Suzanne Flacks Raymond J. Wheatley . Kathleen M. Kammler Walter It. Stubbs 
Marilyn D. Ashe 
Joseph A. Coyne Partick N. Murphy -Terrel D. Adcock David W. Seiben James It. Brubaker 
'Ruth A. Elrod Shirley J. Gaddis Wayne E. Weidemann 
Dlores M. Patton Clara L. Carlisle 
Bonnie L. OW Max P. McDaniel Rebecca L. Srown -Sob It. Casb 
LOGAN MASON Dale R. Baer 
Roben W. MeneSlrina Charles I. Cash 
PIATT WABASH 
Manha J. Datel 
Barbara A. Miller Marla K. Moore 
Sandra K. Evrard 
Robert L. Buckles Jerald L. Cline 
-Gary E. Senteney '"Norman O. Gher 
-Phillip A. Fluck 
Julian G. Schmidt SALINE Gary W. Childers Eloonore Haseker Phillip E. McKenna John K. Davis Donald Eo Hawn n Laurel E. Walbright PIKE Joseph C. Rodocker Marilee Ragsdale Robert L. Hays MC OONOUGH Annette Battle 
• Hraan t;. Bremer Betty A.Giles Priscilla A. Henshaw 
William E. Griffith Elizabeth A. Fowler Richard T. Dolbeare George M. Kennedy WASHINGTON Stan W. Hill 
John R. Haddock Robert L. Miller Myrna F. Johnson 
MC HENRY Donna P. Holt Kenneth L. Ramsey Jr. John C. Foehr Mary Eo King 
Jean S. Korte POPE John R. Suuon Janet S. Hoppa Myrtia M. MardiS 
John R. Behrens Donna McQueen James W. Courtney Thomas F. Nikrant Michael M. McCormick 
Thomas P. Rippy John A. Metzger Ronald G. Truitt *Karen L. Gunter Eleanor Nowak Paul K. McDevitt 
Rosalee K. Simons Daryl A. Park Priscilla A. Pulliam Eldean E. Haake Charles It. Moore 
Kenneth E. Nelson Marvin A. Riepe PULASKI Roger E. Bishop *Geraldine Groennert Ricahrd p. Puckett 
Dennis P. Bauman Sandra L. Sunon Cunis L. Brown Larry A. Hoffman ·Carol E. Reed 
·Phylilis A. Wiedeman Jon A. Frieboes GaryJ.Cunc *Casey It. Kemper Mary Carol Shaw 
MC LEAN Donald T. Jordan Mary L. Dameron Bonnie Lee Smitb James T. Teague 
Dann R. Kraatz 
Rush P. Davis Jack D. Nlnemeter Linda D. Turner 
Walter H. Bumgardner Dennis O. Douglas Cora C. Perschbacher ·Frank A. Viveritft MENARD Gloria E. Thurston 
-Jane C. Henshaw Ronald M. Novak Jerry Henderson Paul J. Wheeler 
MACON 
·Reoma N. Staples Sharon HetherinatOR Wanda Lee Jones ~ary It. Whitman 
James J. Higginbotham Terry L. Hickey WAYNE 
James M. Bilyeu Joan H. Lucas WINNEBAGO 
Marilyn S. Blaylock 
Stanley P. A. Darr Jr. PUTNAM Cunis G. McClusky Ellery H. Duke Powell J. Grosboll 
·WendeD W. McClusky James D. Cobb ScOtt W. Rothen Donald E. Colby Richard L. Cox -Pamela K. Haughawoul 
Carole E. Loomer Modeene Osman Manha A. Gray .JUdith A. Wolfe 
Kathy Miller RANDOLPH -Harvey H. Slaton *Norma J. Hodges Terry D. Anderson 
Charles C. Smith MONROE Leon E. Talley Richard L. Kline Janet M. Chrzanowski 
James R. Thompson JohnM. BeD Myra M. Blackman GOrdon Eo Manin Jack F. Fiene 
Robert A. Wanager Charles O. Hoffman Helen L. Miller James M. Welden 
Darrell D. Willis ·Floyd Patterson Charles A. Stone Earl F. Omalley Michael Kreidich 
Nancy M. Wing Shidey A. Patterson Bernard L. Uffelman Byron G. Pappas Ronald G. Cronk 
Willis J. Hern James L. Maunder SANGAMON Esl:her A. Tracy Kayetta A. Slocum 
MACOUPIN Margie S. Noumeier Judith L. Walker Frances I McDaniel WILL 
Bill8equette Elaine R. Schultheis WiUiam J. Dumbrava Diane E. White 
Donata D. DefUippi Vadine E. Goodman Karen S. Luehr Edward V. Musselman Gary A. Wilson Judy G. Stahlberg 
"Lynne R. Gelm; ·Thomas W. SchiUlng -Leo Ruebke Raymond L. need II WIDTE Gerald L. Craip; 
Nancy R. Springman ·Patricia A. Stemler Richard J. Deterding • Joyce E. Peters 
Bonnie C. Cox Sharon R. Huebner James V. Nagel Kathryn A. Wilson .-hIicatft 5.0 ,...,-. ..... --.. 
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Ollae""i.e~ Confusion 
SIU Tops Both Polls 
Six Straight Weeks 
The Salukis remained on place in the UPI, but dropped 
top of the small college bas- to fifth in the AP poll. 
ketbaU polls of both wire ser- Among Southern's oppo-
vices this week for the sixth nents in the polls, Evansville 
straight time. is fourth in the UPI and eighth 
The Salukis got 31 of a in the AP. ~ennesse~ St~te, 
possible 35 first-place votes ~he Monday mght foe. IS sIxth 
and finished only eight points ID the UPI and unranked by 
short of a perfect 350 points the AP. Kentucky .We~leyan 
in the United Press Inter- and Oglethorpe are In SImilar 
national poll. The Associated situations. Wesleyan is sev-
Press, meanwhile, gave enth and Ogleth:0rpe !enth in 
Southern eight of a possible the UPI, but neither IS rated 
15 first-place votes. by the AP. 
North Dakota, which suf- The polls: 
fered its third loss in 19 games . AP 
last week. is still in second 
I. SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
2. Grambling 
3. Nonhern Michigan 
'DAILY EGypnAM 
BRENT WILLIAMS 
Senator Election 
Postponed a Week 
A .Campus Senate election 
to pick three senators has 
been postponed until Feb. 16. 
It was originally set for Feb. 9. 
4. Youngstown 
5. Nonh Dakota 
6. Cheyney State 
7. Valparaiso 
Gymnasts to Meet Arizona, "'inois 
8. Evansville 
9. Central State of Ohio 
10. Akron 
In Double-Dual Competition Here 
UP. 
A new deadline for submit-
ting petitions is Feb. 11. So 
far no petitions have been 
turned in for the e;dice of 
Liberal Arts and Sciences 
senator. The two other post&. 
General Studies senator and 
Small Group Housing men's 
senator. have been applied 
for. 
I. SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
Saluki gymnasts Will be go-
ing after victOries No. 42 and 
43 when they meet the Uni-
versities of Arizona and DU-
nois (Chicago Circle) in a 
double-dual meet at 2 p.m. 
Saturday in the Arena. 
2. North Dakota 
3. Grambling 
4. Evansville 
5. Valparaiso 
6. Tennessee State 
7. Kentucky Wesleyan 
8. Cheyney State 
The meet will close outthis 
year's home season for the Sa-
lukis. who still have six road 
meets left. Reason for the postpone-
ment was difficulty in making 
arrangements for the election. 
9. Central State of Ohio The Arizonans. who will en-rer the meet witb a 7-0 dual 
meet record. appear to be the 10. Oglethorpe 
ANNOUNCING 
s. I. U. EUROPEAN TOUR 
for 
Students and Staff of the University 
July 7 - Sept. 5, 1966 
S932.00 PER PERSON 
ALL INCLUSIVE FROM NEW YORI 
(Ai, F."e Subjec' to Governmen' Approval) 
- GENERAL INfORMATION -
TRANSPORTATION: By Ec...-.., Clllss Jet Ai.liner; Delu .... Mot«-
coach; and Fi,s' Class lDcol St ..... er. Ai. fare is based on Group 
T,avel Discount Rat ... 
HOTELS: StucIaIt type ac:cDlMlodations. 
MEALS. Three (3) meals DAilY THRIlJGHCUT. 
TRANSfERS: By p,ivate matorcaach "'- airports. hotels. rail 
stations an6 vice verSCL 
BAGGAGE: On .. medium si .... "-,"case may .... talten but ""'., .... 
handled by passenger at all times. 
SIGHTSEEING: Sight .... in ..... ellCU.sian pragr ..... as .pecified in 
th .. itinerary will be provided b., priv __ torcaach. Unl .... otherwi ... 
specified, services of gui ..... lecture' .... ,"" ... c. fees .. includ.ed. 
TOUR CONDUCTOR: An ._ienc'" Cou,i ..... II ac:camp .. ,. the 
TRAVELITINERARY -
J.,ly 7·.DEPART NEW YORK BY KLM 
ROYAL DUTCH AIR LINES 
ENGLAND 
JULY ........ IIRIVE LONDON via "'m.t_ 
July 12- DEPAIIT LONDOlt 
JlOL ..... O 
JULY 1Z-... IIIIIVE ..... STEIID .... 
JULY 14--DEP"'IIT ... IIISTERD ... 1111 
BELGIUM 
..... IVE B.USSELS 
JULY IS-DEPART BRUSSELS 
GERMANY 
..... IVE COLOGNE 
...LSO HEIPELBE.G"'Nn IIfJNICH 
JULY :U-DEP ... IIT GER"ANV('IIUNICH) 
AUSTRIA 
AIIIIIVE INNSBRUCK( ...... ) 
g,oup. JULY ZZ-DEPAIIT INNSUIIUCK 
TIPS & TAI!ES: Se.vice Ch_ges ... eI Gov_ent T ... .,. nonnolly in- AIlIUVE VENlc!TALY 
eluded in hotel bills. (Does nCl' include , ... onat 'ips.' JULY Z5-DEP ... IIT VENICE 
EXClUSICIfS: E ...... ses ... eI it ..... not specifically mentioneel in Ihi. AIlIUVE RrJEt'IGOSLA YIA 
sheet are not cov~. including but no' limited to: Pas."" .. Ch_s. ALSO IIIJEKA·SPLIT·DUBIIOV!OK 
Airpo" ... d p"" T _. Items Outsi. of T _I .. eI'Hot .. ""'u. launclr,. JULY 30-DEPAIIT PEC 
Beve' ...... Meals .... ile in Tr .. sif. Exc.ss Boggage Ch_ •• "'sur· ARRIVE TltE:A~~~~ 
an=.~~s'::.~':!:!::'.:'':=~ __ .______ ... LSO ATHEN5-XYLOKASTIION·CO.FU 
:TOlJR APPUCATION FORMS ARE AVAILABLE : AUGUSTI2 .. DEP~;~~;RFU 
: AT THE . DAILY EGYPTIAN OFFICE OR WRITE: : :~~V:o~~I::!~~APLES.1I0IllE.SIE'IINA 
• P ...... nd _ infor_.- _ tit. SIU Europealt Tour. • !~~::;~!:~~:~:T GE'IIOA 
• • FRANCE • N._ ................... -.......................... · .. ·................• :~~u:;.~;::~Li~~:~~'u;.OUSE.BORDEAUX. 
• AM ................................................................... POITIER5-PARIS 
• s.. to: Dan. Eln'atian ..... BI ••. T.48 ..... SIU ______ 1 ~;:.T!::E:L:;;::P::~::~~:KOII A\lSTER 
a _________________ _ 
,~~ 
tougher of the two oppoue~ts. 
The 5alukis had considera-
ble trouble With the Wildcats 
Jast year at Tucson. before 
pulling out a67 1/2-52 1/2vic-
tory. 
In Chicago. however. the Sa-
lukis met no resistance from 
Illinois and won easilySll/2-
301/2. 
Against Arizona last season 
all-around performer Larry 
Lindauer. Frank Schmitz and 
Brent Williams led the way. 
Lindauer was second in 
parallel bars. third in free 
exercise. and side horse and 
fifth in long horse. high bar 
and rings. 
Schmitz was first in free 
exercise. tied With Williams 
for first in trampoline and 
was third in long horse. 
In addition to his first place 
on trampoline, Williams was 
first in long horse and fourth 
in free exercise. 
Against Illinois. Lindauer 
and Schmitz once again led the 
way. Lindauer was second in 
free exercise. side horse and 
parallel bars and third in long 
horse. 
Schmitz countered with a 
first place finish infreeexer-
cise. trampoline and long 
horse. 
Coach Bill Meade is plan-
ning to shake up his lineup 
that easily handled Mankato 
State. 
Steve Whitlock will replace 
Wmiams in free exercise. 
While performing for exhibi-
tion only last week. Whitlock 
recorded a 9.1 score. 
Another change will be on 
FRANK SCHMITZ 
rings where Jack Hultz wHI 
replace Joe Polizzano. 
Meade had also planned to 
use sophomore Paul Mayer 
in the all-around. but antici-
pating a close meet with Ari-
zona. has passed him- up in 
favor of more experienced 
Lindauer. 
According to Meade. Mayer 
will work all-around next week 
against Indiana State. 
FAST 
ONE STOP 
Shopping 
SNACKS 
FROZEN FOODS 
ICE CREAM 
MILK 
TOILETRIES 
MAGAZINES 
NEWSPAPERS 
CIGARS 
CIGARETTES 
CANDY 
BREAD 
SOUTHERN ~~~: 
ILLINOIS & COLLEGf OPEN 8 AM 10 n PM DAfL Y 
' ....... y. ,"YP,TJAN 
""Salukisto Fa'ce Ogleiho'rpe Saturday Night 
Stormy Petrels Ranked 10th in Nation by United Press Poll 
~'! 
The Salukis close out the 
current three-game home 
stand at 8 o'clock Saturday 
night when they meet highly 
regarded Oglethorpe College. 
It will be Southern's last 
home engagement before 
taking to the road Monday 
against Tennessee State. 'fhe 
home series started earlier 
this week with an easy 83-72 
victory over Central Missouri. 
followed by a 71-67 squeaker 
Wednesday '€.ver Southwest 
Missouri. 
These two victories in-
creased Southern's home 
string to nine in a row this 
year and 23 of 24 since moving 
into the Arena a year ago. 
The only loss was to Evans-
ville in the last regular game 
last season. 
The Salukis could need all 
their home-coun luck against 
Oglethorpe. The Stormy Pet-
rels are ranked 10th in the 
country this week by United 
Press International after 
dropping from third a week 
ago. 
The reason for the drop is 
two recent losses to Valdosta 
(Ga.) State and Centenary (La.) 
College. Prior to that, the 
Petrels had won their first 15 
games in a row. 
Winning has got to be qUite 
a habit at the little Atlanta, 
Ga., college of fewer tban 700 
students. Last year's 11-12 
finish was oneofEhefewlosing 
seasons the Petrels bave had 
in the last decade. Their best 
year was 1963 when they fin-
ished third in the NCAA col-
lege-division with an ovenime 
victory over Southern. 
One of the matA reasons 
for Oglethorpe's rise to prom-
inence in small college ranks 
has been Coach Garland Pin-
holster. When he came to 
Oglethorpe 10 years ago. the 
team had been beaten the year 
Freshmen Hit lOO-Point lVark 
In Defeating Junior Billikens 
JERRY SAMS 
before by the Atlanta YMCA 
team. Since then,however,bis 
teams have won 173 and lost 
only 63 games to place him 
18th in the nation for the best 
won-lost percentage among 
active coaches. 
last year as a reserve. Tilson 
is a junior returning after a 
year out of school. 
The starters at guard posi-
tions will probably be Doug 
Alexander, a 6-1 sophomore, 
and either 5-11 Bill Garrigan 
or 5-9 Wayne Johnson. These 
three are all lettermen, but 
Earl Blair, a highly touted 
6-1 freshman, could also have 
a shot at starting. 
Pinholster has forged tbis ,iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiii~ year's team from a roster
dominated by freshmen and 
sophomores, although he has vou'll have to trY it! 
seven lettermen back from ~ ~ J 
last year. Three of those let- POOR BOY 60( lermen, however, are sopho-
m~r::' Petrels wUl probably SaNDWICH 
go with either Walker Heard. 0 ~til~::~~I!i~e::.a~ ~~:~:~~: ~~S • HENNY PENNY STYLE CHICKEN 
6-7, 21O-pounder, is one of • Italian Dinners Antipasto 
the returning lettermen from 
last year when he averaged • PRIME RIB STEAKS 
11 points a game. O'Shields • ASSO,DT'I:'DBEYE'DAGES 
and Phillips are both 6-7 •• £. R 
It was homecoming for St. 
Louis University's Tommy 
Thomas. but the SIUfresbmen 
did most of the celebrating, 
banding the junior Billikens a 
100-79 loss. 
bounder for both teams as he freshmen. Little B , 
pulled down 18. The starting forwards wiU rown u. 
The Billikens were paced probably be Jerry Sams and 
by Dave George who hit 13 Pasco Tilson, both 6-5 letter- 119 t ... Washington PH. 457 -7723 
The freshman game was 
preliminary to the SIU-South-
west Missouri State varsity 
game Wednesday night in the 
Arena. 
of 26 from the field and five ;m:e!n~.~s~a~m!s~,~a~~S~op[h!o~m~o~r!!e~'J~~!;;:;:~~;;;;!!E=~~=!!!!!!===!!!!!!~ six free throws for a gam averaged five points  game 
high of 31 points. DAILY EGYPTIAN Thomas experienced a poor 
shooting night, hitting only 
Thomas, who starred for 
nearby Johnston City High 
School. had his own cheering 
section. but in the end it was 
Southern's reserve guard, 
Rich Hacker. who was getting 
the cheers. 
~i~;~t~~~~~!~O:r~::ir~~ (<itL'£.\~~S1111!i1Ia[!).J.;\1IDlSJ 
Witb 57 seconds left in the 
game Hacker converted the 
second of two free throws, 
putting the Saluki freshmen at 
the IOO-point level for the 
first time this season. 
Six Salukis scored in double 
figures with forward Willie 
Griffin leading the way With is. 
Griffin was followed by 
guard Creston Whi:alcer and 
('enter Chuck: Benson, both of 
whom scored 17. 
Other s,;orers in double fig-
ureR for SIC we ~ •. ' ~Ido Ca-
'"crt with! 'i, era;,. THylor · .... ith 
I:! ,u:d L\;fIi1 How·~rtf)n'.liirh If'. 
ne~,::.r;.n \V3,S t~~t-' Ie. ·.~{Jinu; ft:-
H i.I.,!".", \ .. ",wi:d iUli 
Tn HI·:"~ ""f'h",fuh-
r;f..IJ[~I:.'rn H idt: r:--" . \;;;s.ac fu-
;:~.'Ij \\i~ll niF_,·~t <-"ct 2 ~:-; .. rrl. Sun-
... ::i\ ::1 Davi~ .\!Id;(t)riurn flf 
rt:··-· '.V!lad'1 ~:{!U(·~tiCl' B~lilding 
~~'hf_:.i/:.~lr2uiJ.~~:u ~ ~~:I'~.,~-~eri~::.:~ 
rrl(~nl:)Ll'S f\ r ~hc .~nJ(.!L·nt 
"""~~~(I t.r~ '!clt: u";)ffil. ~ppt .. a!:~ 
!'!::1I.-d .. " 
The victory upped the fresh-
men's record to 8-2 for the 
season. Their next game will 
be Saturday night against Har-
risburg Junior College. 
This game will precede the 
SIU-Oglethorpe varsity game. 
Interviews Offered 
For Naval Aviation 
Interviews will be heW 
·for students interested in 
naval aviation officer train-
ing on Feb. 15, 16, and 17 
in Rooms E and H in the 
University Center. 
Seven contracts will be 
given to qualified studcr.';s in 
pilot training and observer 
,rainin!!. 
~ .. 
./, 
~~~ ~~ :.=.. 
CAMPUS SHOPP'HG CENTER 
PHONE 5'19 35'50 
N;H;CI'AL TEACHE~ EXAMINATlr"'S 
... ~II be gi", .. rt an' CO',"pus 
lURCH ,~. 1966 
CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
WILL USE THE SCORES .. S PART OF THEIR 
1966 CERTIFICATE EXAMINATro,.$ 
FOR ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
FILINC DEADLINE Ii FEBRUARY 18 INTE R"'l"""""') 
(Oirect ~CDNS ro Chic..,. ... nII of E.JCOfIIIi ... ts) 
"LIMC DEADLINE IS MARCIt 17 (Ch.<ato .11,,1; •• 11_, Ex.S} 
D.t.ils in Plac ....... t Office 
or 
Writ. fa. the packe' to: CHICAGO BOARD OF EXAMINERS 
CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOt..S 
21B tforth LaSalle 5_t 
Chicago. Illinois 60601 
CI .... ifi ........ _i.in • .-.: 10 ...... o. less _ '1.00 ~ ."._Ioft; ~Iti_t ~o 
fi ..... _f •• ach; feu. c_ •• evfl ... i ......... $3_00 (10 ......... p., ............. ....... 
Ii ........ Ielt i. __ ...,. priM .... pu"lcoti_ •• .cop' fo. Til_clay' .... ,.., _Ido 10_" 
Frid ... . 
Th. Dail, E",ti_ doo. not ro ..... 4 --OJ ...... eel •• r. COIIcell .... 
Th. Doil, E"ption ros ..... tt.. ri .... to ,.j.d., ... ".rtisin. c..,. 1-----FOR SALE 
Ono poi. _wtires for Volk,. 
S2~f::. !!:c!=!'Caii4s7~s36. 
641 
1963 Tempo.t Lam ..... COUp •• 
326 V-3 automatic, ... _ ste •• • 
ing. 40,000 ",II... metalic ma-
_... E" ... I1_, co .. ditian. o.ig. 
inat own... Call T ...... 0' a. 
Thu.sd., mortling 6 ...... 4". 
642 
1960 S.M.W. motorc,cle, 250 cO.. FOR RENT 
~::. ~!~~~'pe:d:b:~en:"do;~~: 1------------1 
nomic,"I. Must sell. $350 or ? 
Call 9-1978. 644 One m.3le student need't="d fgr new hoose 1 m.les from campus, 
immediate oceupCrlcy. Call 457· 
2~i. ~47 
1957 Porsch" roodste •. Strippin9 '------------t 
for ports or sell as ,",n;t. MotQr 
ideel !or VW conversion. Co" 
9-1175 "her 6:00 p.m. 638 
S & 'If 357 Co",ba. Mag .. um, He,. 
Model 19 T a~'get and Scr·.t:c.e 
Pistol. E(c~lIenf c .. :mdition. Coil 
457-4137 Ed. 36 be'ween 8:00-
4:30, 651 
H-ov se to QC comodote 6 boy 5 now 
c...,,,ilo.blc. m(J'Qf-; pt'ovidcd. 706 
'Rest Freemun. C.Jlt Mrs. F.,,"d 
7-·':WO. 645 
Urgent! Need 1 or 2" girh to 
shere four room opor:mcnt. Ret ... 
SERVICE' OFFERED 
Safety fl •• t D.ive,'s training. 
Specioli .t. State Huns"d eerti. 
fied in.tructo... Get ,au. d.i,,-
..'s liee .. se the eas, w.,. t:all 
54904213 Box 933. Csrbondal •. 
582 
Spaghetti .uppe. ,e ... ed famHy 
sty Ie, Satu.day, Feb. 5. 5:00. 
/":00 p.m. Masonic hall, 1304 W. 
Sycamore St. Adult. 51.00. 
Children 5.75. S .... ved by Sheibo 
51,,;"10 1110_ 63. 636 
Boby- ~ifti"9 .. Corbo"dole. in rrfy 
homC'. Very patient person. Coli 
,r57-5077. 637 
Ballroom Doncu,y Cia.iscs for 
SIU studer-ts O"!/~ $2.00 ?~t 
,.:~rsen. :=O( Trot. R<..:mbo, TQn~ 
,~:~s:r!;~:.~eS~;7:66~~:11 s. i~~ 
Jon<'J""; D-::tnce Studio. B!l!je~. 
Tee. Jazz. No confr:Ji:ts, ~ea .. 
sO!1ac.'c rcaes. 2i l~i s. tl1i~ 
nOl5o fOI infour.a;:on phone 451~ 
6008. ,",0;; ;'>0'"'' ,nstrcctor.649 Chevrolet, CD'boncole. !164 Ch~Yy II. 2a3. 4 'peed, 2 door 
se-don, ..,i U sell or tftJde f:tr of der 
cat and toke over payments SI&50. 
Coli 457-5864 ~iter 5:30 p.m. 634 
~:~~~!:i Ci:~:r eo f~::'Jlus. ~~l~ ~ __________ ~ 
WA~TED 
1965 silve'·9"" Carven ... Ex. 
cellent condition. 300 horse· 
power. ...speed transmiSSion ... 
Call 7·491 J after 5:00 p.m. 628 
Portable 1965 Motorolo Steo_. 5 
speakers, 3 .... plificatian ch_ 
nels, 28 watts. 5100. Call Lee 
Hill after 5:00 p.m. 209~ E. F.ee. 
ma... 549-Jfo95. 630 
Roo"; fo, male student .. immediate 
po~.es5iDn. cooking privileges. 
car' pennitted. Hew build;ng. 
Call 9-4290 after 10 p.m. wee". 
days. 654 
Traile.-3~ miles, olel Rt. 13, 
inqui... at Stella' •• o. pit. 684-
889i _, lime ofte. 1 p.m. 10,,55. 
3 o. 4 students. 652 
3- males woant 4th in 6 room 
:~~~:~' 2sr7~:;> ~::~.'h~~,,1 :. i':~ 
evenin9s. 613 E. Call ege. 643 
HELP WANTED 
Male stuelent to _... between 
12 and IS hou •• pe. w ..... eYen-
ings ... Outside selling m"st ;'ClYe 
c.... 51_ 50 per hour t.> start. Call 
7-4334.. 648 
Page" DAILY EGYPTIAN 
RICH ELLISON JOHN VERNON TOM ASHMAN . 
F.bruary 4,1966 
Counseling and Testing Ties 
For lst- in Bowling League 
The Counseling and Testing 
bowling team gained four 
points Monday to tie Housing 
for first place in the Faculty-
Staff League. 
Chemistry is in second 
place, With a 6-2 record. fol-
lowed by four teams tied for 
third with 5-3 records. 
Spares 2 6 
Alley Cats 0 8 
High team series: Counsel-
ing and Testing. 2846. 
High individuai seTtes: Paul 
Morrill. Dutch Masters, 566. 
10~4~h team game: Spares, 
THE STANDINGS: 
Housing 
W L High individual game: Paul 
7 I Morrill, Dutch Masters, 223. 
Counseling and Testing 
Chemistry 
Rehab 
Salukis to Take On Birds in Track Dutch Masters Grad A"s VTI 
7 1 
6 2 
5 3 
5 3 
5 3 
5 3 
4 4 
3 5 
3 5 
2 6 
2 6 
Edueation Sessions 
To Begin Monday 
The World Book complete 
educational plan, a two-week 
session which was scheduled 
for this week and next, has 
been postponed until Monday 
because of bad weather. 
A jayhawk is a fictitious 
bird with a big beak used as 
an emblem in Kansas. but 
there's nothing fictitious about 
the powerful Jayhawks that 
the SIU track squad will be 
meeting today in Lawrence. 
Kan. 
A 19-man squad from SIU 
will travel to the University 
of Kansas. but Coach Lew 
Hartzog feels that only one 
man. shotputter- George 
Woods, has a sure chance of 
winning. 
Woods set a mark of 60 
feet, 3 inches at the Illinois 
Open meet last week. 
Oscar Moore also set a 
record at that meet, which 
was dominated by SIU. but he 
will be in Philadelphia. Pa., 
Saturday for the Inquirer 
Games. 
Moore will be running 
against a select group of six 
international distance run-
ners. 
Last season in a triangular 
Indoor meet. the Jayhawks 
Outscored the second-place 
Salukls 99-26. 
sm entries in today'smeet: 
Pole vault: Rich Ellison. 
Long jump: Ian Sharpe. John 
Vernon and Darrell Stein. 
High jump: Tom Ashman 
and Mitch Livingston. 
Shot put: George Woods. Joe 
Janezic and Ralph Galloway. 
Mile run: Al Ackman and 
Jeff Duxbury. 
6O-yard dash: Ross Mac-
kenzie. Robin Coventry and 
Ed Richards. 
600-yard run: Jerry Fend-
rich and Janezic. 
440-yard dash: Gary Carr. 
Mackenzie and Robin 
Coventry. 
6O-yard high hurdles: Frank 
Whitman. Richards and 
Livingston. 
2-mile nm: John Trow-
bridge. 
IOO-yard run: Duxbury. 
S80-yard run: Ackman and 
Dale Gardner. 
6O-yard low hurdles: Liv-
Advanced Study in Reading 
Provided in $52,000 Grant 
A $52.000 grant has been 
awarded to the SIU Reading 
Center to support an insti-
tute for advanced study in 
reading for elementary school 
teachers. June 27 to Aug. 5. 
The grant was provided un-
der the National Defense Edu-
cation Act. according to Mar-
garet Keyser Hill, professor 
of education and director of 
the Readinjl; Center. 
Enrollment for the institute 
will be limited to 30 partici-
pants who are teachers of 
reading in elementary grades 
in either public or private 
nonprofit schools. Graduate 
credit will be offered. 
Southern received the grant 
by submitting d proposal [0 
the U.S. Office of Education. 
Experts in reading judged the 
proposal and Southern was se-
lected as one of 56 American 
schools to establish a reading 
institute. 
Mrs. Hill, director of the 
institute. will be assisted by 
Lawrence E. Bafner. assist-
ant professor of education. 
Coordinators are phyllis 
W. Smith. SIU doctoral candi-
date. and Alberta Hazle. read-
ing consultant in the Clinron 
(Iowa) Community Schools. 
Wilma Boswell and Shirley 
Woodrome. elementary teach-
ers from Dr. Andy Hall School 
in Mount Vernon. will be 
demonstration teachers and 
resource consultants. 
Final applications for parti-
cipants must be submitted to 
the director by March 21. 
SIU Group Aids 
Chapter at WIU 
Seven members of SIU Beta 
Chapter of Alpha Zeta. na-
tional agricultural honorary 
fraternity, recently took part 
in the installation of an Alpha 
Zeta chapter at Western il-
linois University, Macomb. 
The Alpha Zeta Chapter was 
established at SIU five years 
ago. 
The seven members were 
Brian E. Bremer. Metropolis. 
Donald L. Paulson, Caledonia.' 
Raymond R. RO!~ecker, Mount 
Carmel; Bernard E. Golvi5. 
Chester; Donald I.. Knepp, 
Washington; John M. Hough-
ron, Atlanta; and Robert Mil-
ler, Ore~on. 
Walter J. WiIIs,chairmanof 
the Departmem of Agricul-
tural IndU!~[ries. accompanied 
the studcm delegation. 
JET FLIGHT4iiiiC ~s;C!~~ 
TO EUROPE 
THIS SUMMER ROUND TRIP 
interested? contact 
Jan Brooks 
$300 - $325 
o"ydoy this week, 2-5 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY CENTER-
Room G or Pho"e 457·7384 
mgston, Whitman and 
Business Research 
University Center 
Data Processing 
.Southern Players 
Technology 
Richards. 
Mile relay: Coventry-Mac-
kenzie; Fendrich-Carr. 
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